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Berea Printing Company is more than a printing company, 
^ we are a so your one-stop marketing resource! Increase
When your company is looking for creative new marketing 
as, printing services and a fast turn around, leave the 
workload to Berea Printing Company.
your business 
profitability
“I have only worked with Berea
Printing for a little over one month. 
During that time, all promises & due 
date commitments were met! Our 
first product, a monthly newsletter, 
was produced professionally and on 
time. Customers were coming into my 
Cosmetics store within the first 5 days 
and thanking us for the newsletter 
« redeeming the coupon when they 
purchased. Those first 5 days of sales 
paid for the newsletter!”
- Sandra Lewis, President & CEO, 










■ Mail Systems ■ Newsletters
■ Postcards ■ Tube Mailers
■ Notepads ■ Posters
Our Marketing Tools
■ Big A$$ Postcards
■ Canvas Prints
■ Client Reactivation Program
■ Custom Shape Notepads
■ Giant While You Were Out
■ iNotepad
■ Million Thanks Poster
■ Name Your Number Dollar Bills
■ Tardy / Detention 2 Step Program
■ While You Were Out 4 Step System
■ Wood Postcard Mailer
Welcome to BW
We are delighted to welcome you to Baldwin Wallace 
University today.
The BW campus is buzzing with the energy of a new aca­
demic year. We continue to build on the successes of the last 
academic year where we saw incredible academic achievements 
from our faculty and students and impressive successes from 
several of our sports teams. Last fall, Professor Indira Gesink 
published “Barefoot Millionaire,” a history of John Baldwin 
and the founders of Baldwin Wallace. We celebrated our out­
standing community over gallons of hot chocolate when the 
polar vortex hit Cleveland in January, and again in the spring 
with a record-setting celebration of student excellence at Ova­
tion. Our baseball team went to the NCAA Division III World 
Series for the first time in BW history, we gained two national 
titles in track and we added six student-athletes to the ranks of 
Academic All-Americans.
Perhaps most importantly this past year, the BW Board of 
Trustees passed the BW 2020 Strategic Plan, building on our 
great strengths and looking ahead to our 175th anniversary in 
2020. This plan is grounded in the core values that BW holds 
dear: we are a community of learners committed to intentional 
excellence, extraordinary engagement and holistic support. 
These values will guide our university as we continue to “inspire 
success through excellence.”
Thank you for coming to support our student-athletes as 
they strive for success on the field today. Please enjoy your 
visit and come back often to join in the vibrant life of our 
remarkable University community.
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Enjoy Your Visit 
to Tressel Field at 
The George Finnie Stadium
Welcome to Baldwin Wallace could join
at The George Finnie Stadium. We are glad that you
us for today's game. jgj at the south
Concession stands and restrooms ar ^Qj-gboard. 
end of the stadium to the right and left o g^ns are
Please note that alcoholic beverages, 
strictly prohibited in Finnie Stadium. i^vvin Wallace and 

















The 2014 Varsity Schedule
@ Marietta College *
Wilmington College * -------------
NCAA Division III Playoffe First Rouiid_
NCAA Division III Playoffs: Second Round 
NCAA Division III Playoffs: Quanerfinals 
NCAA Division III Playoffs: Semifinals











• - denotes Ohio Athletic Conference game; BOLD and CAPS denof... n








OCT. 5 @ John Carroll University
------ ▼▼Uli, JO-Jj
_ Lost, 38-21
LOST 40-019 UNIVERSITY OF MOUNT UNIONNOV. 2 HEIDELBERG UNIVERSITY 1:00 PM9 JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY ---- 1:00 P.M.
Yellow Jacket Football 
Ticket Prices
Reserved Chairback Seats 
Reserved Bleachers
General Admission_____
Non-OAC Students and Senior Citizens.
Military I.D. _____ _ _______ -
Student with a Current BW I.D----------------








The Yellow Jackets on Campus Radio Station WBWC, 88.3 FM; 
WBWC Carries All Home and Away Football Games
All Baldwin Wallace football games, home and away, are carried live on campus radio station WBWC, 88.3 FM. The pregame show 
usual y begins 30 minutes prior to kickoff In addition, WBWC does a number of weekly sports shows. WBWC Radio can be reached 
by calling Sports Director Michael Dreamer at (440) 826-2145 or 2187, faxing (440) 826-3426 or emailing sports@wbwc.com.
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A Closer Look at Baldwin Wallace University
When founded in 1845, Baldwin Wallace 
University was one of the first colleges in 
Ohio to admit students without regard to race 
or gender.
In 1913, Baldwin University merged 
with neighboring German Wallace College. 
Since that time, Baldwin Wallace University 
has continued to develop as a comprehensive 
college, combining the strengths of its liberal 
arts heritage with opportunities for career 
preparation and pre-professional training.
BW is an independent, co-educational 
college. The University is accredited by the 
Higher Learning Commission, a commission 
of the North Central Association of Colleges 
and Schools. Individual programs also are 
accredited by the National Association 
of Schools of Music (NASM), National 
Council for Accreditation of Teacher 
Education (NC ATE), and the Commission of 
Accreditation of Athletic Training Education 
(CAATE).
The University, which is affiliated with 
the United Methodist Church, offers more 
than 60 programs of study within eight 
schools: Business; Conservatory of Music; 
Education; Health & Physical Education 
and Sports Sciences; Health Sciences; 
Humanities; Natural Sciences, Mathematics 
and Computing; and Social Sciences. 
Approximately 80 percent of the faculty 
have earned their Ph.D. or other terminal 
degree. The student-to-faculty ratio is 15:1.
Students can earn the degrees of Bachelor of
Arts, Bachelor of Science, 
Bachelor of Science in 
Education, Bachelor of 
Music, Bachelor of Music 
Education, and Bachelor 
of Science in Nursing. 
Graduate programs at 
Baldwin Wallace lead to 
the Master of Business 
Administration, Master 
of Arts in Education, and 
Master of Medical Science 
in Physician Assistant 
degrees.
Today, a diverse student 
body of 4,100 can be found 
on the BW campus. In 
addition to the 3,000 full­
time undergraduate and 
conservatory students, 500 
people are enrolled in part- 
time evening and weekend 
undergraduate programs. 
Another 600 students 
are involved in graduate 
programs.
BW students hail from 
36 states and represent 23 
foreign countries. In the 
incoming class of 2014- 
2015, students of color 
comprise about 27 percent 
of the population.
Our Athletic Facilities are Among the Best in Division III
All Baldwin Wallace University student- 
athletes train, practice and compete in some 
of the finest facilities for any small school 
of its size in the nation.
For instance, a BW football student- 
athlete practices in-season at the nationally 
renowned and newly dedicated and renovated 
Tressel Field at The George Finnie Stadium 
where the Yellow Jackets play on FieldTurf. 
He also dresses and practices on the grass 
field behind the newly renovated Packard 
Athletic Center, formerly used as the prac­
tice field for the National Football League's 
Cleveland Browns, when B W plays its game 
that week on grass.
During the off-season, the BW football 
student-athlete can hone his skills or work
on strength and conditioning in the 
Packard Center or at the Lou Higgins 
Recreation Center.
In addition to the Packard Cen­
ter, George Finnie Stadium, the Lou 
Higgins Recreation Center, where 
BW student-athletes practice and 
compete on. Heritage Field (baseball), 
the Cuyahoga County Fairgrounds 
Field (softball), the "Pop" Collins 
Tennis Complex and in the Cleve­
land Metroparks system combine to 
give BW the finest physical plant 
of any small, private liberal arts 
school in the nation.
The Lou Higgins Recreation Center (pictured above) is just one 
of a number of outstanding facilities that Baldwin Wallace pro­
vides for its students and student-athletes.
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Baldwin Wallace University President Robert C. Helmer
Robert C. Helmer is in his third year as the ninth 
president of Baldwin Wallace University. An avid 
Tweeter (@BWPres), he has a personal warmth and 
presence that connects with nearly every portion of 
the BW community.
Last year, Bob as he prefers to be called, led a 
strategic planning process designed to ensure that B W 
continues to excel at providing a student-centered 
experience that supports each individual in achiev­
ing his or her full potential in pursuit of meaningful 
careers and an extraordinary life.
The plan, which had input across campus, will build on BWs oneoine 
commitment as a community of learners to intentional excellence extraor 
dinary engagement and holistic support.
At the same time he continued BW's ongoing efforts to ensure that 
campus facilities match the quality of the exceptional programs that they 
house. In the past two years, he has led the renovations of Klein 63 Beech 
and Saylor halls that is now known as Davidson Commons the R Amelia 
Harding House for Sustainable Living and the new Bob Packard Athletic 
Center, Each facility has added impressive options for campus life
ins the^nnhZrw" “ 7;!''’®''°*''■‘'gional and national boards, includ- 
mg the United Way of Greater Cleveland, the Association of Independent 
Colleges and Universities in Ohio, and the Higher Learning ComLssion
for Colleges and Schools. j..,„hters and live in the President's
He and his wife, Linda, have two da g__ T T«;\/pr<;itv campus.
Director of Athletics Kris A. Diaz '78
Kris A. Diaz, a 1978 graduate of the University, 
is in his seventh year as the athletic director at Baldwin 
Wallace University in 2014-2015.
“The opportunity to lead a storied athletic program, 
such as BW, is and continues to be a dream come true 
for me,” said Diaz.
“For more than a century Yellow Jacket athletics 
have been built on the broad shoulders of exceptional 
athletic directors like Ray Watts, Lee Tressel and Steve 
Bankson, former coaches Bob Packard, Bob Fisher, 
Marcia French, Dave Demmerle, Larry Van Dusen and Sparky Adams. 
Our current staff is outstanding."
Evidence of that success is the winning tradition that Diaz and his 
staff have continued. Last year, fifteen of 23 athletics programs had winning
records for a .674 winning percentage with fi ve Yellow Jacket student-athletes 
earning CAPITAL ONE Academic All-America honors. In his six years as 
Athletics Director, Diaz's teams are 89-35-6 overall with a .708 winning
percentage.
Diaz was an assistant football and track coach at the University from 
1998 to 2008 and served as the assistant athletic director from 2006 to 2007. 
He is a tenured member of the health and physical education faculty and 
has been a program coordinator for the department. In 2006, he served as 
a faculty fellow in the office of the vice president for academic affairs.
A graduate of Amherst Steele High School (1974), Diaz graduated 
with honors from BW in 1978. He earned his master’s degree in physical
education from the University of Akron the following year and a special­
ist’s degree in educational administration from Moorhead State (Minn.) 
University in 1994.
He began his coaching career in 1976 at BW as a student-assistant 
under the legendary Lee Tressel and was a graduate assistant coach at the 
University of Akron during the 1978-79 school year.
The following fall, he joined Friends University in Wichita, Kansas 
where he served until 1983 as an instructor in physical education, as an 
admission counselor, assistant coach in football and basketball and as head 
track coach. He received an Outstanding Young Man of America award in 
1982.
From 1983-89, Diaz was an assistant professor of physical education 
at Moorhead State as well as an assistant football and track coach, assistant 
athletic director, interim facility director (1985) and served on a number of 
other university committees In 1989, he accepted a position an assistant 
professor of physical education and as head football coach at Bemidji State 
(Minn.) University where he stayed until 1996. Twice at Bemidji State 
Diaz was selected as Coach of the Year.
Prior to returning to BW in 1998, Diaz returned to Ohio and served 
as a teacher and the head football coach at Elyria Catholic High School in 
1996 and 1997.
Diaz and his wife Debi reside in Amherst, Ohio and have three children, 
including Jessica, a 2008 B W graduate, and Jacob and Nicholas, who both 






Baldwin Wallace University prides 
itself on its belief in the Division III 
philosophy of the student-athlete. Playing 
football or in any other intercollegiate 
athletic program at BW is viewed as an 
extension of the educational experience 
of its student-athletes. That view is shared 
by the administration which provides solid 
support and by the Yellow Jacket coaching 
staff which takes great pride in its ability 
to teach and coach successfully.
Admission to Baldwin Wallace
Admission to BW is offered on a selective 
basis. Each applicant is reviewed independently 
on his/her own merits, with careful consider­
ation of course work, class rank, grade point 
averages, recommendations, extracurricular 
activities and application essay. Standardized 
test results (SAT or ACT) are optional for ad­
mission, although they are required for course 
placement. To apply for admission, we encour­
age you to complete the application between 
September and March of your senior year.
Good high school preparation for B W includes 
four years of English, and at least three years of 
math, social science and natural science, two 
years of foreign language, and three years of 
additional academic electives.
Candidates are considered as soon as all 
application requirements have been met, and 
notified usually within two to four weeks after 
their credentials are received.
University Administration
President: Robert C. Helmer
Senior Vice President: Richard Fletcher
V.P. for Finance: William Reniff
Provost: Stephen A. Stahl
Dean of Students Trina Dobberstein
Associate V.P. for College Relations: Daniel Karp
Director of Alumni & Parents Relations: Terry Kurtz
Director of Diversity C.J, Harkness
Baldwin Wallace University
Athletics Quick Facts
Location: Berea, Ohio 44017
Address Bonds Administration Building. 275 Eastland Road
Nickname: Yellow Jackets
Colors: Brown and Gold
Conference: The Ohio Athletic
NCAA Affiliation: NCAA Division III
Division III Region North
Stadium: The George Finnic Stadium
Field/ Surface: The Tressel Family Field/ FieldTurf
Seating Capacity 7,800
For More Information
An Exceptional Value Admission Facts
BW is recognized by U.S. News and World 
Report as one of America's Best Regional 
Colleges and Best Values in education. In 
fact, your chances of receiving some form of 
financial assistance at B W are excellent. Nearly 
two-thirds of our current students receive BW 
need-based aid; and almost all receive assistance 
in some form.
Your first step in the financial aid process 
is to complete the FAFSA (Free Application 
for Federal Student Aid). This should be 
completed no later than March 1. After you 
have been admitted to BW and your FAFSA 
report has been received and processed, you 
will receive your award. Typically, this will 
consist of gift assistance (need-based grants 





Web site: www.bw.edu/admission 
Undergraduate Enrollment: 3,000 
Student/Faculty Ratio: 15:1 
Degrees Offered:
• B.A. • B.S.
• B.S.Ed. • B.M.
•B.S.N. -M.B.A.




• Conservatory of Music
• Education








Head Coach John Snell '87
Baldwin Wallace University graduate John Snell '87 enters his 
13th season as the Head Coach of the Yellow Jackets in the fall of 
2014. Snell led the Yellow Jacket football program back to the NCAA 
Division III National Playoffs in 2003, and his goal is to have BW in 
the playoffs every year.
"We will work hard to help keep the BW program one of the 
best in Division III," said Snell, who has an outstanding 77-45 career 
record with a .627 winning percentage. "Our goal is to win the OAC 
title and win the NCAA Division III national title. Both our players 
and coaching staff are dedicated and committed to making it happen.
I have a responsibility to keep strong the tradition of excellence of our football 
program and its student-athletes," said Snell. "We are all committed to continuing that 
tradition of excellence and look forward to the challenges ahead."
Snell finished his 20th season at his alma mater in 2013-2014. He had previously 
served as an assistant coach in charge of quarterbacks and recruiting and was the offensive 
coordinator for five years. In the spring of 2001, Snell was elevated to assistant head coach 
and offensive coordinator.
Snell was hand-picked to take over the Yellow Jacket program by former Head 
Coach and 1965 BW graduate Bob Packard. Packard, who ended his career as the win- 
ningest coach in BW history and learned his trade from College Football Hall of Famer 
Lee Tressel.
In his first season as the head coach of the Yellow Jackets, Snell led his team to an 
impressive 8-2 overall record and a ranking both in the North Region and national Division 
III polls. For his efforts, he was selected as the OAC Co-Coach of the Year by his peers.
In the fall of 2003, Snell’s program went two steps further. He led the Yellow 
Jackets to a 10-2 overall record and his team received BW's first NCAA Division III Playoff berth since 1991 and won its first playoff 
game since 1978. In 2006, BW had a 7-3 record and Snell earned his second OAC Co-Coach of the Year honor.
Prior to returning to his alma mater, Snell coached at the University of Rochester (1987-88 and again from 1992-94), at Rutgers 
University (1988-90) and the University of Buffalo (1990-92). Snell is a native of Albion, New York and graduated from Albion High 
School in 1983.
Snell and his wife, Shelly, reside in Strongsville and have three children.
Baldwin Wallace University Yellow Jacket 
All-Time Football Coaches' Records
Coach Term Years G W L T Pet
JOHN SNELL 2002-present 13 122 77 45 0 .627
Bob Packard 1981-01 21 212 156 54 2 .741
Lee J. Tressel 1958-80 23 213 155 52 6 .742
Paul Adams 1954-57 4 33 8 24 1 .278
Lou Juillerat 1951-53 3 24 11 13 0 .458
Eddie Finnigan 1949-50 2 17 12 4 1 .735
Ray Watts 1928-48 21 176 104 58 14 .631
A.W. Collins 1924-27 4 32 11 19 2 .375
R.W. Bechtel 1922-23 2 16 9 5 02 .625
C.E Cartwright 1920-21 2 17 9 7 1 .559
F. Hendershot 1919 1 8 0 8 0 .000
V.E. Whitney 1918 1 10 5 4 1 .550
R.S. Honaker 1917 1 9 1 8 0 .111
W.E. Ruetche 1916 1 2 0 2 0 .000
F.J. Norton 1912 1 1 0 1 0 .000
E.J. Pfieffer 1903,05,07-08 4 10 0 10 0 .000
Dave W. Jones 1898-99 2 10 2 8 0 .200
F. Smith 1896-97 2 8 4 4 0 .500
Percy C. Cole 1895 1 4 3 1 0 .750
No Coach 1893 1 1 0 1 0 .000
Totals 110 925 567 328 30 .629
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Full-Time Yellow Jacket Coaching Staff
MARK CARNEY 
Offensive Coordinator/ Quarterbacks
Mark Carney joined the staff last spring as its 
Offensive Coordinator. He brings a wealth of 
knowledge and experience and a winning track 
record to Head Coach John Snell’s program. 
Coach Carney comes to BW after spending 
the past five seasons coaching wide receiv­
ers at NCAA Division I Bowling Green State 
University. At BGSU, he helped the Falcons reach a BCS (Bowl 
Championship Series) game on three occasions, the Humanitarian 
Bowl in 2009, Military Bowl in 2012 and Pizza Bowl in 2013. In 
addition, he coach five All-Mid-American Conference performers 
and is well-known for his innovation on offense. Prior to BGSU, 
Coach Carney coached quarterbacks and wide receivers at the 
University of Richmond (Va.) from 2004-2008 and helped lead that 
program to a FCS (Football Championship Series) national title 
in 2008. He also helped Richmond make playoff appearances in 
2005 and 2007. In addition to his responsibilities on offense. Coach 
Carney helped with the special teams and its coverages on punts 
and kickoffs. At Richmond, he coached three All-CAA performers. 
Coach Carney began his coaching career at his alma mater, Fordham 
(N.Y.) University and spent the 2002 and 2003 seasons there as a 
student assistant coach and worked with the quarterbacks. He helped 
Fordham win the 2002 Patriot League title and advance to the FCS 
national playoffs. As a student-athlete. Coach Carney was a four- 
year letterman as a quarterback at Fordham and earned a Bachelor 
of Science degree in business administration in 2004. He earned 
2001 All-Patriot League and honorable mention FCS All-America 
honors. He set numerous school passing records, including yards in 
a season, completion percentage and touchdown passes in a game, 
season and career. He won the prestigious Vincent T. Lombardi 
Award as Fordham’s Male Athlete of the Year in 2002.
.TIM MEYER
Defensive Coordinator/Defensive Line
Jim Meyer in his sixth season as Defensive 
Coordinator at the University in 2014. A 1978 
graduate of the University of Akron, Meyer 
came to BW after a one-year stint as the Special 
Teams Coordinator and Linebackers Coach at 
Division II Wayne State University in Detroit, 
Michigan. Prior to Wayne State, Meyer was 
the Assistant Head Coach and Defensive Coordinator at NCAA 
Division II Ashland University from 2004-2007. He helped lead 
the 2007 squad to an 8-1 record and a spot in the NCAA Division 
II Playoffs. Meyer has twice coached defensive ends at his alma 
mater, including mentoring now NFL All-Pro Jason Taylor in 1996. 
He also has made stops in the collegiate ranks at Malone College 
from 2001-02, Kenyon College from 1987-94 and Bethany (W. Va.) 
College from 1982-87. While at Kenyon, Meyer served as head 
coach and was named North Coast Athletic Conference Coach of 
the Year in 1989. Meyer also spent time as Head Football Coach 
and Athletic Director at Akron St. Vincent-St. Mary High School 
from 1997-2001. He received his Master of Science in PE. from 
Akron in 1981. As a player, Meyer was the co-captain of Akron’s 
1976 squad that finished national runner up in Division II.
Offensive Line
Ryan Crow joined the football coaching staff 
last spring as its offensive line coach. He comes 
to BW with extensive experience at the NCAA 
Division I level as a student-athlete, graduate 
assistant and assistant coach. Overall, he has 
helped to coach 12 players who were selected 
in the NFL (National Football League) and three 
who were selected in the MLB (Major League Baseball) drafts. Crow 
earned his undergraduate degree at Bowling Green State University 
in 2010. The Findlay, Ohio native played linebacker for the Falcons 
and helped BGSU to a Mid-American Conference East Division 
co-championship in 2007. He also played on BGSU teams that ap­
peared in the GMAC (2007) and Humanitarian (2009) bowl games, 
and later coached in the Little Caesars (2011) and Heart of Dallas 
(2012) bowls. Following graduation from BGSU, Crow served as 
a football Strength and Conditioning Coach at the University of 
Florida before accepting a position at Purdue University. He joined 
the Purdue University staff as an assistant football and baseball 
Strength & Conditioning Coach in June of 2011 and remained in 
that spot until June of 2012. He was promoted to Assistant Offen­
sive Line Coach in June of 2012 through January of 2014. Prior to 
accepting his position at BW, Crow was most recently the Purdue 
Recruiting Assistant for Recruiting Media.
MARK JOHNSTON
Defensive Backs/ Strength & Conditioning
Mark Johnston is in his second season as the 
head strength and conditioning and defensive 
backs coach. He previously coached at Walsh 
University for 12 seasons and volunteered at 
Kent State University. He also assisted in all 
aspects of recruiting and both player and film 
evaluation at Kent. At Walsh, Johnston was 
involved in all aspects of defensive game planning. He mentored 
one All-Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Conference (GLIAC) 
defensive back in 2012 and 22 All-Mid State Football Association 
(MSFA) defensive backs. In 2006, his entire secondary was picked 
first-team All-MFSA and he was named MFS A Assistant Coach of 
the Year. Johnston also spent the 2000-2001 season coaching the 
defensive backs at Ohio Athletic Conference rival Heidelberg Uni­
versity. He also was a graduate assistant coach at both his alma mater, 
NCAA Division I Ohio University (1998-2000), and at Division III 
Loras, Iowa College (1997-1998). He also holds several strength 
and conditioning certifications. Johnston graduated from OU with 
a Bachelor’s of Science degree in civil engineering in 1997, and 
earned his Master’s of Science degree in physical education from 
OU in 2000. He is a graduate of Canton McKinley High School 
and played in college as a receiver at OU. He currently resides in 
North Canton, Ohio with wife Alice, and sons Luke and Matthew.
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Yellow Jacket Coaching Staff
RON LEWIS, Wide Receivers
Ron Lewis begins his first season as an assistant coach at 
Baldwin Wallace in 2014. He will worj with wide receivers 
coach. Lewis comes to BW after spending the past 18 years 
as a successful coach at the high school level at Strongsville 
(1996-2002), Rocky River (2002-2008) and Lakewood 
(2008-2013). Most recently, Lewis served as the head coach 
at Lakewood. He was the head coach at Rocky River and 
an assistant at Strongsville.While at Rocky River Lewis led
---------------------- the Pirates to their first-ever OHSAA (Ohio High School
Athletic Association) State Playoff appearance in 2006 and their first-ever playoff 
victory in 2007. In 2006, Lewis was the West Shore Conference, Cleveland Touch­
down Club, Associated Press District 3 Division III, OHSFCA (Ohio High School 
Football Coaches Association) Region 3 and GCFCA (Greater Cleveland Football 
Coaches Association) Coach of the Year. He also served as an Assistant Coach for 
the Ohio versus Pennsylvania Big 33 game in 2006. In 2007, Lewis earned the AP 
All-Ohio Division III Coach of the Year award as well as the AP District Division 
III and WSC coach of the year awards. In addition to coaching, Lewis served as the 
president of the GCFCA in 2005-2006 and served as its secretary from 2007-2013 
He currently teaches social studies at Lakewood High School. Lewis is a 1994 gradu­
ate of Bowling Green State University and received his Master of Arts Education 
degree from BW in 2002. Coach Lewis resides in Brunswick with his wife Mary 
and daughters, Raine and Addison. ^
nAVF NF.WELL, Linebackers
Dave Neweir is in his second season and will work with 
the linebackers. Coach Newell is 'he --or nretober of the 
staff in terms of coaching years wit ■ gf
petience. He is a gradutde^o
and earned his master s ^ ^ the Univer-
Newell began his career as “ ^ ^
sity of Akron m 1968, h.S. (1971-74), the
School (1969-71), ^ roolev H.S. (1986-87),
University of Akron (1974-8 ^ P ^ ,,3 h.S. (1997- 
Marietta College (1987-88), West Orange H.S. His highlights in-
1998), Winter Park H.S. (1999-2004) and Apopka Rice Bowl in
dude helping to coach an Akron team that advanced to NCAA
1968, to an NCAA Division II national runner-up finish m piorida
Division I-AA playoffs in 1985, and helping Apopkn 
High School Athletic Association 8A state title.
ROY MOORE. Linebackers/
Head Freshman Coach
Roy Moore 72 enters his 29th season on the Yellow Jack 
ets' staff and the 25th coaching the linebackers. Coac! 
Moore also is the Head Coach of the Freshman and Junio 
Varsity program. He is a 1972 graduate of the Universit 
and a football letterman. He received his master’s degre 
from BW in 1993. He coached for 12 years at the forme 
Middleburg Heights Midpark High School in the footbal 
basketball and track programs. He also coached track fo 
20 years at the former Berea High School (now Berea-Midpark). During his las 
six years at Midpark, Moore served as Defensive Coordinator. Moore retired as 
computer science teacher and curriculum coordinator at Berea High School. He an^ 
his wife, Susan, reside in Berea. The Moore's have two sons, Adam and Brandon.
vTARZFT J.PINK. Defensive Line
farzelIPink>sinhissix.hseas„non.he^affandwojtewi*
le defensive line. Prior to coming to BW, Coach P , ho
1 a native Clevelander, coached in the high school ranks for
2 years and was the head football and wrestling coach at 
lleveland's East High School. He also has coached in two 
igh school all-star |ames and was selected as a participant 
3r the National Football League's Youth Summit, ^tireless 
/orker, Coach Pink also serves as an Assistant Buildin^ 
Manager in the The Lou Higgins Center.
JEFF MQULDEN. Running Backs
Jeff Moulden '99 enters his seventh season with the Yellow 
Jacket football program. He is working with the running 
backs this sea.son. He previously worked with the wide 
receivers for two seasons and prior to that worked with the 
quarterbacks and the freshman offense. Coach Moulden 
previously coached at Ashland University in 2004-2006 and 
Brecksville High School in 2007 and helped with football 
recruiting at the University in 2002 and 2003. At Ashland, 
Coach Moulden worked with the Eagle QBs in 2004 and 
2005 and with the QBs and wide receivers in 2006. At Brecksville H.S., he worked 
with the QBs and WRs. In addition, he served as an intern with the Cleveland Browns 
Scouting Staff in 2006. While at BW as a student. Coach Moulden earned a degree 
in business administration and finance and played QB in football and outfield in 
baseball. Coach Moulden works fulltime in medical sales for a leading medical 
device company. He and his wife, Debbie, reside in Brunswick.
PETE PETERSON, Fullbacks/Tight 
Ends
Pete Peterson is in his high'Lhoormd
«mlt'el'HSswhh,hefullbacksand
Morm BW, Coach Peterson --ed as a mgtonal rec^ri
ing expert for ,'„'’“'J^'9-2010 and 1991-94).
Forbes Recruit Evaluation, Inc. (1'='^ College
He is a 1974 graduate of Kalamazoo (Mich.) Co lege and 
ne IS a iv g University (Ohio)
in 1077 H h h- '"er n 97I as an assistant football and head
in 1977. He began hts coachmg High School in Hint, Michigan,
swimming coach at his alma mater, Northwestern S*‘ f
He also has coached at Brown (R.I.) University in 19J7-78, Eureka (Ill.) Co lege 
from 1978-1980, Kenyon College from 1980-1987, Wittenberg Untversity from 
1987-1989, Capital University in 1990-1991 and was the Head Coach at Oberhn 
College from 1994-1998.
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Yellow Jacket Coaching Staff
BRAD POLLOCK. Varsity Placekicker/ 
Freshman Wide Receivers
Brad Pollock 'll returned to his alma mater and joined the 
staff this fall. He has spent the past two seasons working 
with the special teams at Mogadore High School and serving 
as an independent sport marketing representative. Coach 
Pollock graduated from BW in 2011 and received his mas­
ter's degree in Administration and Sport Management from 
Georgetown (Washington, D.C.) University. He additionally 
PI did internships with the NFL (National Football League)
BW^P in 2011 and the Cleveland Gladiators in 2010. As a collegian
^ ^ four-year varsity team member (2007-2010) and a three-year
s er as its placekicker. Coach Pollock resides in Broadview Heights.
ERIC ZAGRANS. Freshman Offensive Co­
ordinator/ Varsity Tight Ends and Fullbacks
Eric Zagrans enters his third season on the Baldwin Wallace 
University coaching staff in 2014. Coach Zagrans will serve 
as the Offensive Coordinator for the Junior Varsity team and 
will work with all freshmen offensive players. In addition, he 
will assist Coach Pete Peterson in working with the varsity 
tight ends and fullbacks. A native of Elyria, Ohio, Zagrans 
graduated from Elyria High School (1971), the University 
of Notre Dame (A.B. 1974), and Harvard Law School (J.D. 
1977). A former law professor and current practicing lawyer. Coach Zagrans was 
certified as an NFL contract advisor by the NFLPA in 2002. He resides in Elyria 
and has six children and three grandchildren.
ANDREW SINKO. Offensive Line Assistant
Andrew Sinko joined the football coaching staff this fall as 
an assistant on the offensive line. He will assist Ryan Crow 
with the varsity and junior varsity linemen.
Coach Sinko comes to BW after spending the past four 
years as a collegian at Youngstown State University. He 
graduated from YSU this spring with a degree in exercise 
science. While at YSU, he played in 38 of 45 career games, 
including starting 18 games. Coach Sinko is a graduate of 
Strongsville High School.
Yellow Jacket Coaching Staff Directory
Full Time Staff
John Snell, Head Coach 
(440) 826-2069 
jsnell@bw.edu
Mark Carney, Offensive Coordinator/ Quarterbacks 
(440) 826-5942 
macamey@bw.edu
Ryan Crow, Offensive Line 
(440) 826-2237 
rcrow@bw.edu
Mark Johnston, Defensive Backs/Special Teams 
(440) 826-2073 
n:^ohnsto@bw.edu
Jim Meyer, Defensive Coordinator/ Defensive Line 
(440) 826-5941 
jmmeyer@bw.edu
Jeff Moulden, Running Backs 
(440) 826-8195 
jmoulden@bw.edu
Dave Newell, Linebackers 
(440) 826-8195 
dnewell@bw.edu
Pete Peterson, Fullbacks/ Tight Ends 
(440) 826-3644 
ppctcrsQ@bw,cdu
Marzell Pink, Defensive Line 
(440) 826-3644 
mpink@bw.edu
Brad Pollock 'll. Wide Recievers 
(440) 826-2069 
bpollQck^bw.edu




Ron Lewis, Wide Receivers 
(440) 826-2069 
rlewis@bw.edu
Eric Zagrans, J.V. Offensive Coordinator/ Varsity Tight Ends and Fullbacks 
(440) 826-8195 
ezagran$@bw,e(ju




The Yellow Jacket Coaching Staff
BALDWIN WALLACE UNIVERSITY
Front Row (left to right): Matt Walter, Matt Torgler, Dave Newell, Ron Lewis, Head Coach John Snell Rynell Parnell, Chris Binkley and Brad Pollock, 




Sports Information Office____(440) 826-2327
Sports Information FAX___________826-2329
University Relations______________826-2325
SID Kevin Ruple_________________ 826-5906
E-Mail _________________kruple@bw.edu
Assistant SID Jeff Miller___________826-2780
E-Mail:_______________ jefmille@bw.edu
Athletic Department:
Kris Diaz, Athletics Director_______ 826-2039
John Snell, Head Coach___________826-2069
Meg Carney, Admin. Asst._________826-2140
Athletic Dept. FAX___________ 826-2192
Marcy James, Secretary___________826-2184
The George Finnie Stadium:
Athletic Training Room ___ 826-3475 or 3567
Pressbox_______________  826-2450 or 2452
Radio Lines________ 826-2449, 2451 or 2453
Other Numbers to Remember:
University Operator______________826-2900
Recreation Center________ 826-2285 or 2286
University Union_________________ 826-2351
University Union Service Desk ____ 825-2359
Admission Office________________826-2222
University Security______________  826-2336
Campus Radio Station WBWC_____ 826-2187
Financial Aid Office______________826-2108
Yellow Jacket
Meg Carney is in her 16th 
year as the Administra­
tive Assistant to the Ath­
letic Director and Business 
Manager for the Athletic 
Department. Carney as­
sists the director and senior 
women's administrator 
with planning and bud­
gets, facilitating meetings, 
program functions and/or 
special events. She is responsible for eligibility 
and reporting across multiple organizations within 
athletic administration. Meg is a member of the 
Executive Administrators Association.
Marcy James begins her 
ninth year as the support 
secretary in the athletic 
department. She Joined the 
athletic staff after many 
years on campus first work­
ing in the ID office and 
later for the American Lan­
guage Academy. A 1975 
BW graduate, Marcy was 
privileged to have played 
softball and volleyball for the legendary Marcia 
French. She is responsible for manning the ticket 
booths, maintaining data, scheduling, contracts 
and travel for BW athletic teams.
Support Staff
Duane Smith is in his 27th 
year overall and 22nd as the 
manager and supervisor of 
operations at The George 
Finnie Stadium. Smith is 
responsible for the day-to- 
day operations at Finnie 
Stadium as well as the 
day-to-day operations at 
the B W Baseball Field and 
Berea Fairgrounds Softball 
Field. Smith belongs to the Ohio Turf Managers 
Association, the National STMA, Professional 
Grounds Management Society, the Ohio u 
grass Foundation and the Stadium Managers 
Association.
Chad Ritchie begins his 
fourth season as the Direc­
tor of Athletic Facilities 
and Equipment at BW. A 
native of Olmstead Falls, 
Ritchie earned his degree 
in Sport Management at the 
University and has gained 
extensive experience work­
ing for both the Cleveland 
Browns and Jacksonville 
Jaguars of the NFL. Most recently he has worked 
for Alder Team Sports. Him and his wife Jill, both 
B W graduates, currently reside in Olmstead Falls 
with their daughter.
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Baldwin Wallace Football Athletic Training Staff
ANDREA COOK OT 
Head Athletic Trainer: MS, AT, ATC, CSCS
Andrea Cook, a native of Cleveland, Ohio and a 2001 
BW graduate, enters her ninth year as Head Ath­
letic Trainer at the University after being promoted 
from Associate Athletic Trainer in 2006. She also 
coordinates the operation of the recreational athletic 
training room, provides coverage for a number of 
Yellow Jacket athletics teams, and teaches first-aid 
and CPR for the Healthcare Provider. Cook also is an NSCA certified 
strength and conditioning specialist. She received her Masters of Science 
degree at Georgia State University in 2003.
JESSICA EMLICH TOCHUM
Athletic Training Education Program 
Associate Professor: PhD, AT, ATC
Jessica Emlich Jochum is entering her fourth year 
with the University as Associate Professor of the ATE 
Program. Jochum earned her bachelor and master 
degrees from Grand Valley State University and later 
earned her PhD from The University of Southern Mis­
sissippi in 2008. She joins the Yellow Jackets after 
serving seven years as Assistant Professor of Athletic Training at Franklin 
(Ind.) College. She currently serves as an advising faculty member and 
approved clinical instructor for the ATE Program.
HAYLEY CORSO 
Part Time Athletic Trainer: ATC
Hay ley Corso is a 2014 graduate of the University 
and is in her first season as an Assistant Athletic 
Trainer. She will assist Head Trainer Andrea Cook 
and her staff with all of the Yellow Jacket athletic 
training needs. Corso served as a student trainer at 
BW for the sports of football (two seasons), wrestling, 
softball, basketball, volleyball, indor track and men's 
lacrosse. She also has served at the Cleveland Clinic Outpatient Center in 
nearby Strongsville and was a Student Trainer for Strongsville High School 
athletics. While at BW, Corso was a varsity softball player.
KIANA EVANS
Part Time Athletic Trainer: ATC
Kiana Evans is a 2012 graduate of the University and 
has helped with BW's athletic training needs since 
coming to school in 2009. She has been a Certified 
Athletic Trainer since January 2013. She also is a 
Certified Health Fitness Specialist. In addition to 
her experiences at BW, Evans worked at Avon High 
School (2009), Southwest General Hospital and 
Strongsville H.S. (2011) and the Cleveland Clinic (2012).
CINDY ZILKO *04
Associate Athletic Trainer: MS, ATC, LAT
Cynthia Zilko is in her second season at the University 
as the Associate Athletic Trainer. She is a 2004 Cum 
Laude graduate of BW and a 2006 Master's of Sci­
ence recipient from the University of Massachusetts. 
She came back to BW after spending seven years 
as an assistant athletic trainer at NCAA Division I 
Georgetown University. She previously was a gradu­
ate assistant trainer at U/Mass (2004-2006) and an 
athletic training student at BW (2001-2004).
Cleveland Clinic Staff
JEREMIAH BUSH. ATC
Jeremiah “Jay” Bush joined the BW athletic train­
ing staff in 2012 as an athletic trainer from Cleve­
land Clinic. He works throughout year with vari­
ous Yellow Jacket athletics programs, including 
football. Bush is a 2009 graduate of Lock Haven 
University (Pa.) and received a master of physi­
cal education in exercise physiology degree from 
Western Kentucky University in 2011. Bush re­
ceived his National Athletic Trainers’ Association Board of Certification 
(NATABOC) in December of 2010. He has been a member of the National 
Athletic Trainer’s Association and Eastern Athletic Trainer’s Association 
since 2008. In addition, Bush worked at Western Kentucky University 
Orthopaedic and Neurosurgical Associates from 2009 to 2012 and held 
an internship at the Norton Community Hospital Rehabilitation Facility at 
the University of Virginia’s College at Wise in the spring of 2009.
KARYN CxENTILE 
Athletic Training Education Program 
Director: MS, AT, ATC
Karyn Gentile has been at her alma mater since 1996 
and has served as the Director and Clinical Coordinator 
for the accredited Athletic Training Education Pro­
gram since 2004. She is a B W faculty member of the 
HPE Division, advising students majoring in athletic 
training and coordinating their clinical experiences, 
on campus as well as at various affiliated sites. Gentile earned her Master 
of Science degree from Syracuse University.
GARRY MILLER
MS, AT, ATC
Garry Miller, AT, returns to Baldwin Wallace Uni­
versity, where served as the Head Athletic Trainer 
and an Assistant Professor from 1987 to 2003. Garry 
has spent 40 years in the field of athletic training, 
the last six years at Cleveland Clinic, where he is 
currently the Coordinator of Athletic Training Ser­
vices for Cleveland Clinic Sports Health. A native 
of Westerville, Ohio, Garry received his bachelor's 
degree from Bowling Green State University and his Master's degree from 
Central Michigan University. Miller began his career as a minor league 
athletic trainer in the Chicago Cubs organization, followed by becoming 
an assistant athletic trainer and instructor at his alma mater, Bowling Green 
State University. In 1986, Miller was selected as the Chief Athletic Trainer 
for baseball during the Centennial Olympic Games held in Atlanta. He is a 
Hall of Fame member of the Ohio Athletic Trainer's Association, a member 
of the Great Lakes Athletic Trainer's Association and the National Athletic 
Trainer's Association.
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Baldwin Wallace University and the Cleveland Clinic 
Sports Health Division Form a Winning Combination
JOHN BERGFELD. MD
Dr. John Bergfeld coordinated the relationship be­
tween Baldwin Wallace University and the world- 
renown Cleveland Clinic. He is an icon in the field 
of sports medicine in the United States and around 
the globe. Dr. Bergfeld was a team physician for the 
Cleveland Browns since 1976 and served with the 
Cleveland Cavaliers from 1982- 2000. Dr. Berg­
feld is a native of Cleveland and graduate of Val­
ley Forge Military Academy and Bucknell (Pa.) University. He served 
in the United States Navy from 1970-73 with the rank of Commander. 
Among his distinguished honors, Dr. Bergfeld served as the President of 
the American College of Sports Medicine, American Orthopaedic Society 
for Sports Medicine, NFL Team Physicians, Herodicus Sports Surgeon 
Society and as the chairman and originator of the NFL Safety Panel. He 
also served on the Board of Directors of the American Academy of Ortho­
paedic Surgeons. He has been named as the NFL Team Physician of the 
Year. He presently serves as the President of the International Society of 
Arthroscopy, Knee Surgery and Orthopaedic Sports Medicine.
KEf J.Y RICHTER. MD
Dr. Kelly Richter is in her eleventh season of serv­
ing the medical needs for the Yellow Jacket athletic 
program. Dr. Richter is a graduate of the Indiana 
University School of Medicine in Indianapolis and 
did her residency at lU-Indianapolis. Board-certified 
in internal medicine. Dr. Richter is also qualified in 
sports medicine. She completed a fellowship for 
Sports Medicine at Vanderbilt University in Nashville, 
Tennessee. Prior to coming to Cleveland and joining the Cleveland Clinic 
Orthopaedic and Rheumatologic Institute, Dr. Richter was an Associate 
Professor of Orthopaedic and Internal Medicine at Vanderbilt University 
Medical Center. She served as team physician for Vanderbilt University 
and Belmont University, both based in Nashville. Dr. Richter is a member 
of the American Medical Society of Sports Medicine.
LUTUL FARROW. MD
Lutul D. Farrow, MD is an Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery at Cleveland 
Clinic’s Orthopaedic and Rheumatologic Institute, 
and a member of Cleveland Clinic Sports Health. 
Dr. Farrow is a 1998 graduate of Baldwin Wallace 
University where he was a 3 year starter and Letter- 
man for the Yellow Jacket football team. Dr. Farrow 
earned his medical degree at Case Western Reserve 
University School of Medicine and completed his 
Orthopaedic Surgery residency in the Case Western Reserve University/ 
University Hospitals of Cleveland Department of Orthopaedic Surgery. 
He completed his fellowship in Sports Medicine and Arthroscopy at 
Cleveland Clinic. Dr. Farrow is Board Certified in Orthopaedic Surgery 
and is a Diplomat of the American Board of Orthopaedic Surgery. He also 
holds subspecialty certification in Orthopaedic Sports Medicine. Dr. Far­
row has served as a team physician for the University of Arizona and Pima 
Community College athletic programs, the Tucson Rodeo, and both the 
Arizona Diamondbacks and Colorado Rockies during their spring training 
in Tucson. Dr. Farrow has also served as a team physician for the Cleve­
land Browns and Cleveland Cavaliers. He is a member of the American 
Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine, the Arthroscopy Association of 
North America, the National Medical Association, the J. Robert Gladden 
Orthopaedic Society and the Cleveland Alumni Chapter of Kappa Alpha 
Psi Fraternity, Inc.
NATE FRANLEY. MD
Dr. Nate Franley is a Primary Care Sports Medicine 
fellow at Cleveland Clinic, and in his third year of 
working with the Baldwin Wallace University foot­
ball program. He is a 2007 graduate of John Carroll 
University with a degree in life science chemistry, 
and a 2011 graduate of the University Of Toledo 
College Of Medicine. Dr. Franley has received nu­
merous honors and belongs to multiple medical so­
cieties, including the American Medical Society of Sports Medicine and 
American College of Sports Medicine. He has given several sports medi­
cine presentations and is currently working on a concussion research da­
tabase for a project in collaboration with Cleveland Clinic Sports Health.
MTCHAET. CxOMROSH. MD
Dr. Michael Gombosh is an Orthopaedic Sports 
Medicine fellow at Cleveland Clinic, and is in his 
first season of working with the Baldwin Wallace 
Yellow Jacket athletic program. He earned his un­
dergraduate degree in Microbiology and Immunol­
ogy, as well as his Medical degree from the Uni­
versity of Miami, and completed his orthopaedic 
surgery residency there as well. He has served as a 
member of the medical team for Gulliver Prep High School, the University 
of Miami football team, as well as the Miami Marlins. He has received 
numerous honors and belongs to several medical professional societies. In 
addition, he was actively involved in research at the University of Miami 
studying the rates of return to play after ACL tears in collegiate athletes. 
He is a member of the American Orthopaedic Society for Sports Medicine 
as well as the Arthroscopy Association of North America.
Baldwin Wallace and 
Cleveland Clinic Sports Health
Baldwin Wallace University is affiliated with the Cleveland Clinic 
Foundation and the CFFs Sports Health Division. The Cleveland Clinic 
provides a full compliment of medical services to accomodate our 
student-athletes. Additionally and as part of its services for football, 
B W and the CCF have teammed to do research for a national study on 
concussion syndrome. The study has received local, state, regional, 




Junior • Middle Linebacker • 6-1 • 230 pounds 
Painesville, Ohio • Riverside High School
An exercise science/ pre-physical therapy major who earned 
his first varsity letter in 2013... Tyler earned the starting job 
during training camp last summer and had an solid season... 
He made 39 total tackles with one quarterback sack, four 
tackles for loss, three defended passes, forced one bad pass 
and also recovered one fumble... Tyler has excellent athletic 
and all-around ability... As a member of the track team, Tyler 
qualified for the 2014 NCAA Division III National Outdoor 
Track & Field Championship Meet and placed 14th in the hammer throw... He also 
is a strong leader.... Look for Tyler to battle for his starting spot in 2014 and be one 
of the top middle linebackers in the OAC.
Tyler Burdorff’s Career Defensive Statistics:
Year GP UT AT Tackles TFL Cau/Rec Int Brkup FBP
2012 3 1 1 2 0 0/0 0 0 0
2013 10 17 22 39 1 0/1 0 3 1
Career 13 18 23 41 1 0/1 0 3 1
JAMES COLEMAN 
Senior • Safety • 6-0 • 175 pounds 
Akron, Ohio • Firestone High School 
An exercise science major who earned his first varsity letter 
in 2013... James spent his first two seasons on the junior 
varsity team but made a fine contribution in the secondary 
a year ago.... He was credited with 18 total tackles and 
recovered one fumble... James is a hard worker and solid 
in both the run and the pass game... This summer, he will 
battle with a number of returning lettermen for a starting 
role in the secondary.
James Coleman’s Career Defensive Statistics:
Year GP UT AT Tackles TFL Cau/Rec Int Brkup FBP 
2012 Played on the Junior Varsity team.
2013 9 8 10 18 0 0/1 0 0 0
Career 9 8 10 18 0 0/1 0 0 0
NELSON CANDELARIO 
Senior • Defensive Back • 5-10 • 175 pounds 
Cape Coral, Fla. • Island Coast High School
A sport management major who earned his second varsity 
letter in 2013... Nelson started all 10 games at comerback 
and is one of three players who started at one time or another 
last season in the secondary (along with Kevin Krakora and 
Austin Cordova)... He had 44 total tackles and led the team 
with 10 total pass breakups... He also intercepted a pass 
versus Wilmington and returned it 89 yards for a touchdown... 
Nelson has solid work habits... Also a good student, he carries a 3.201 grade point 
average... Look for Nelson to have competition and battle for his starting spot in 2014.
Nelson Candelario’s Career Defensive Statistics:
AUSTIN CORDOVA 
Senior • Safety/ Comerback • 5-9 •175 pounds 
Perry, Ohio • Perry High School
An exercise major who earned his second varsity letter 
in 2013... Austin again made an excellent contribution to 
the defensive secondary at safety and in the "nickel" back 
situation... He backed up 2013 CAPITAL ONE Academic 
All-Americans Zack Barley '14 and Joe Kasper ... Austin 
was credited with making 15 total tackles, including a QB 
sack and three for loss. He also had a pass breakup and 
forced a fumble... Austin is a hard worker who is a solid 
contributor in both pass and run defense... He made a key 
game-saving interception in a victory at John Carroll in 2012... Look for Austin to 
battle for a starting role in the secondary.





















































































2 Career 14 21 13 34 4.0 1/1 1 3 3
Career 15 23 22 45 2.0 0/0 1 9 2
ADDISON CARBONE 
Senior • Defensive Tackle • 5-11 • 255 pounds 
Hud.son, Ohio • Hudson High School
A broadcasting and journalism major who maintains a 3.678 
grade point average and has two varsity letters... He was 
both an Academic All-0 AC and a first-team CAPITALONE 
Academic All-District VII selection a year ago and appeared 
on the national CAPITALONE Academic All-America bal­
lot... Addison started nine games at defensive tackle and had 
33 tackles in 2013. He enters his senior year with 67 career 
stops... Addison has good size and excellent quickness, and 
he possesses strength and understands leverage... He was 
BW’s 285-pound wrestler as a sophomore but did not wrestle last season... Look 
for Addison to be a key member of the defensive line and a team leader... While he 
was injured and missed the 2012 season due to injury, Addison served as the color 
analyst during B W football games for campus radio station WB WC, 88.3 FM. Look 
for Addison to compete for his starting position in 2014.
Addison Carbone’s Career Defensive Statistics:
Year GP UT AT Tackles TFL Cau/Rec Int Brkup FBP
2010 2 1 2 3 1.0 0/0 0 0 0
2011 10 8 18 26 3.0 0/0 0 0 0
2012 1 2 3 5 0.5 0/0 0 0 0
2013 9 13 20 33 4.0 0/0 0 0 0
Career 22 24 43 67 8.5 0/0 0 0 0
KYLE DUNNE
Senior • Wide Receiver • 5-9 • 173 pounds 
Rocky River, Ohio • Rocky River High School
Earned his first varsity letter in 2013...Kyle made a strong 
contribution at wide receiver and played in 10 games, includ­
ing several starting assignments... He had seven receptions 
for 101 yards and one TD... He caught his first career TD 
pass against cross-town rival John Carroll... He has good 
quickness, runs di.sciplined pass routes and has tremendous 
hands... Look for Kyle to compete for a starting job at WR 
and be more involved in the offense in 2013.
Kyle Dunne’s Receiving Statistics:
Year GP Rec. Yards Avg. TD Long
2012 Played on the Junior Varsity team
2013 10 7 101 14.4 1 29
Career 10 7 101 14.4 1 29
facebook
Catch the latest Yellow Jacket news by becoming a 




Senior • Offensive Tackle • 6-2 • 270 pounds 
Uniontown, Ohio • Lake High School
A math major who earned his second varsity letter in 2013 
as a starting offensive tackle... He helped BW to average 
nearly 30 points and 352.4 yards per game of total offense, 
including 236.0 yards per game on the ground... He is a 
strong blocker with excellent size and^strength... Sean 
earned a few starts as a sophomore and has gotten better 
each year... He carries a 3.334 grade point average and will 
be a candidate for CAPITAL ONE Academic All-District 
VII honors... Look for Sean to start at OT and be one of the
top tackles in the OAC in 2014
THOMAS IVERSON 
Senior • Defensive End • 6-0 • 210 pounds 
Wadsworth, Ohio • Wadsworth High School
A physics major who earned his second varsity letter in 
2013... Thomas played in five games as part of the rotation 
on the D-line and made eight tackles, including 2.5 stops 
for loss with one QB sack... He has great quickness and 
speed on the edge and can force opponents to double-team 
him... Look for Thomas to battle for the starting position at 
DE and to contribute to the special teams in 2014... He also 
is a solid student who carries a 3.425 grade point average 
and could be a candidate for CAPITAL ONE Academic 
All-Distnct VII accolades.






UT AT Tackles TEL Cau/Rec Int Brkup EBP
0 0 0 0 0/0 0 0 0
8 4 12 4.0 0/0 0 0 0
4 4 8 2.5 0/0 0 0 0
12 8 20 6.5 0/0 0 0 0
Julian to compete for;
JULIAN JACKSON-ROSS 
Senior • Defensive End/ Tackle • 6-0 • 265 pounds 
Elyria, Ohio • Grafton Midview High School
A health and physical education major who earned his first 
varsity letter last season as a back up on the defensive line... 
Julian has made steady progress in terms of gaining play­
ing time... After playing on the JV team, Julian split time 
between the varsity and JV teams as a sophomore and had 
three tackles, including one for loss and forcing a fumble... 
Last season, Julian had five tackles, a tackle for loss and a 
deflected pass... He has good size and strength... Look for 
starting role on the defensive line in 2014.
Julian Jackson-Ross’ Career Defensive Statistics:
Year GP UT AT Tackles TEL Cau/Rec Int Brkup EBP
2011
2012 3 1
Played on the Junior Varsity team 
2 3 1.0 1/0 0 1 2
2013 5 3 2 5 1.0 0/1 0 0 1
Career 8 4 4 8 2.0 1/1 0 1 3




















Senior • Defensive Back .5-10 * 155 ^unds 
Avon, Ohio • Avon High School
. r. • maior who earned his sec-
A biology and forensic transition fromond varsity letter in 2013 KeviJ^^^^^
offense (tight end) o v j jq games being creditedcomerbackposition...Heplay^in^i^S^^
with 24 tackles, one ’ He has great coverage
forced and recovered fumble- 
skills and good speed... This tan, ivc 







Kevin Krakora's Career Defensive Statistics
Tackles TEL Cau/Rec Int Brkup
0 0 0/0 0 0










Career 16 12 12 24 0.0 1/1 1
JOSH LANE
Junior • Offensive Tackle • 6-0 * 275 Peunds 
Rootstown, Ohio • Rootstown High Schoo
Ahuman resources majorwhoearaed his firstv^s.tyletterm
2013 as an offensive guard who started several g^es... He 
helped BW to average more than 26 points and 352.4 yards 
of total offense per game, including 236.0 yards per game 
on the ground... He is a great blocker who has tremendous 
strength... Josh has stepped intohisrolegreatly having Jason 
Cook 14' as a great role model... Look for Josh to compete 
for the starting position at OG in 2014.
ANTHONY LAUTANEN 
Junior • Center • 6-0'240 pounds 
Mentor, Ohio • Mentor High School
A criminal justice major who earned his first varsity letter 
in 2013 asacenteronthe offensive line... He started sevei^ 
games early in the season while Zac Wojci^howsk. 14 
Recovered from an injury... He also helped BW to average 
26 points and 352.4 yards per game... He is a very mobile 
lineman who can make good blocks m space... e so 
has good strength ... Anthony has a great work ethic and 
continues to get better... Look for Anthony to compete for 
the starting position at center in 2014.
DARRYLJONES 
Senior • Tight End • 6-3 • 235 pounds 
Cleveland, Ohio • Villa Angela - St. Joseph High 
School
A forensic biology major who earned his second varsity letter 
in 2013...Darryl played in 10 games and had 10 receptions 
for 131 yards... He had his biggest contribution against 
Mount Union when he caught three catches for 60 yards... 
He has outstanding size and strength and is a solid blocker 
for the run game as well as being a big target in the pass 




Senior. Wide Receiver-6-1-198 pounds
Avon, Ohio - Avon High School
A criminal justice major is a two-year 'y,
his second varsity letter in 2012 as a member of the receiv­
ing rotation... Brandon missed last season with an mjuty... 
He has caught 15 career passes for yar s an a ... 
Caught a seven-yard TD Pass versus Wilmington m 2012... 
Has excellent hands and runs disciplined pass routes... His 







Brandon Mahaffey's Receiving Statistics: 
Rec. Yards Avg.
Played on the Junior Varsity team
7 54 7.7
8 111 13.9











Junior • Defensive End • 6-4 • 210 pounds 
Brunswick, Ohio • Brunswick High School
A health care management major who earned his first var­
sity letter in 2013... Jake played in all 10 games at end and 
recorded 27 total tackles, including two QB sacks and 3.5 
tackles for loss... Jake has great quickness which makes 
him a great pass rusher from the outside ... Look for Jake 
to battle for a starting position in 2014 at the defensive end 
position and be a key mainstay on defense.















Career 10 7 80 8.6 0 16
Career Passing Statistics:
Year GP ATT COMP .PCT YDS TD INT
2013 10 38 20 52.6 191 2 0
Career 10 38 20 52.6 191 2 0
Jake Mauer’s Career Defensive Stati.stics:
Year GP UT AT Tackles TFL Cau/Rec Int Brkup FBP
2013 10 10 17 27 3.5 0/0 0 0 0
Career 10 10 17 27 3.5 0/0 0 0 0
PETE MEADOWS 
Senior • Defensive End • 6-2 • 275 pounds 
Medina, Ohio • Cuyahoga Valley Christian Academy
A business major who earned his first varsity letter in 2013... 
Pete played in seven games at defensive end and recorded 
seven total tackles, including 1.5 tackles for loss... Pete is 
a hard worker and strong as a defensive lineman...He has 
made progress each year as a defensive lineman ... Look 
for Pete to battle for more playing time in 2014 at the DE 
position... He also spent some time on the Yellow Jacket 
wrestling team.
Pete Meadows' Career Defensive Statistics:
Year GP UT AT Tackles TFL Cau/Rec Int Brkup EBP
2012 Split Time Between Varsity and JV teams
2013 7 1 6 7 1.5 0/0 0 0 0
DAN O’BRIEN
Senior • Linebacker • 6-1 • 200 pounds 
Warren, Ohio • Howland High School
A biology major who earned his second varsity letter in
2013... Dan appeared in 10 games as the starting outside 
linebacker... He had 68 tackles, seven tackles for loss, three 
QB sacks, three interceptions, four pass break ups and one 
forced and one recovered fumble... He was both an All- 
OAC and Academic All-OAC pick, the OAC Player of the 
Week versus Muskingum and a CAPITAL ONE Academic 
All-District 7 candidate.... He has great instincts and seems 
to always find himself around the ball... Dan is a strong student who carries a 3.803 
grade point average... Look for Dan to return to his starting spot at outside linebacker 
and be one of the top linebackers in the OAC.
Dan O’Brien’s Career Defensive Statistics:
Year GP UT AT Tackles TFL Cau/Rec Int Brkup FBP
2011 0 0 0 0 0.0 0/0 0 0 0
2012 10 5 7 12 0.0 0/0 0 0 0
2013 10 27 41 68 7.0 1/1 3 4 0
Career 20 32 48 80 7.0 1/1 3 4 0
Career 7 1 6 7 1.5 0/0 0 0
TYLER MOEGLIN 
Junior • Quarterback • 5-10 • 185 pounds 
Canton, Ohio • St. Thomas Aquinas
A pre-medicine major who earned his first varsity letter in
2013... He played in all 10 games, splitting time between 
wide receiver and quarterback... He caught seven passes 
for 60 yards, rushed for 167 yards on 30 attempts with one 
TD, and was 20-of-38 passing for 191 yards and twoTD's... 
Tyler continues to help the team in any way possible... He is 
quick, runs good routes, and also can throw precise passes... 
Look for Tyler to continue to play multiple positions, and 
compete for a starting role at either QB or WR in 2014.
Tyler Moeglin's Career Rushing Statistics:
Year GP Att. Gain Loss Net Avg. TD Long
Split Time Between Varsity and JV teams 
2013 10 30 208 41 167 5.6 1 62
Career 10 30 208 41 167 5.6 1 63
KYLE OHRADZANSKY 
Senior • Quarterback • 6-2 • 210 pounds 
Avon, Ohio • Canton McKinley High School
An accounting major who earned his first varsity letter in
2013... Kyle transferred from Division 1 Lafayette College 
in the Patriot League ... Last fall, he split time at QB with 
Michael Slack before an injury at Mt. Union ended his sea­
son... He appeared in nine games... He passed for 336 yards 
in 67 attempts for 52.2 percent with two touchdowns... He 
ran 30 times for 239 yards and three TD's... Kyle is a very 
tough competitor with the ability to help BW on the ground 
►ok for Kyle to battle for the starting QB position in 2014.





























Career 9 30 295 56 239 4.0 3 21
and through the air...
buiifcber
Follow all of BW's 21 intercollegiate sports at 
http;//twitter.coni/bwathletics 
and have updates sent directly to your cell phone
COREY PADRUTT 
Senior • Running Back • 6-0 • 200 pounds 
Rootstown, Ohio • Rootstown High School
A business administration and entrepreneurship major who 
earned his first varsity letter in 2013... Corey saw time in the 
backfield as a running back and backed up Nolan Sordyl and 
Isaac Reed III.... He is a big, strong, tuff runner ... Corey 
ran for 120 yards on 23 attempts .... He also made contribu­
tions on special teams... He has progressed each year as a 
running back and is continuing to get better.... Corey also 
is a solid student who carries a 3.126 grade point average... 
Look for him to battle for more playing time in 2014.
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Career 9 23 120 0 120 5.2 0 23
TIM PALLAY
Senior • Offensive Tackle • 6-3 • 265 pounds 
Hudson, Ohio • Hudson High School
An economics and marketing major who earned his first 
varsity letter as a red-shirt junior as an offensive tackle who 
alternated on the offensive line... Tim began his collegiate 
career at the University of Dayton... He missed the entire 
2012-2013 season due to an injury... Tim has excellent size 
and strength... He also is a solid student and carries a 3.154 
grade point average... Look for Tim to battle for a starting 
role on the line and be a mainstay for the offense.
ISAAC REED III
Junior • Running Back • 5-8 • 180 pounds 
Lehigh Acres, Florida • Lehigh High School
An exercise science major who earned his second varsity 
letter in 2013... Issac split time in the backfield with All-0 AC 
student-athlete Nolan Sordyl ‘ 15 .... Possesses outstanding 
speed and quickness... Issac ran for 442 yards in 90 attempts 
with four touchdowns, caught two passes and returned five 
kickoffs for a 28.2-yard average... He enters this season 
with 708 career rushing yards with six TD's and 957 career 
all-purpose yards... Look for Isaac to battle for the starting 
role at RB and return kickoffs this fall.
Isaac Reed Hi's Career Rushing Statistics:
Year GP Att. Gain Lo.ss Net Avg. TD Long
2012 10 45 279 13 266 5.9 2 43
2013 10 90 464 22 442 4.9 4 36
Career 20 135 743 35 708 5.4 6 43
Career Receiving Statistics:
Year GP Rec. Yards Avg. TD Long
2012 10 1 0 0.0 0 0
2013 10 2 5 2.5 0 0
Career 20 3 5 2.5 0 0
Career Kickoff Returns:
Year No. Yards Avg. TD Long
2012 5 103 20.6 0 52
2013 5 141 28.2 0 39
Career 10 244 24.4 0 52
LUKE RIEMENSCHNEIDER 
Senior • Defensive End • 6-4 *210 pounds 
Rocky River, Ohio • Rocky River High School
A marketing major who earned his second varsity letter in 
2013... Luke played in all 10 games at end and recorded 63 
tackles, including 11.5 tackles for loss... He earned second- 
team All-OAC accolades... He enters his senior season 
with 88 career tackles, six QB sacks and 14.5 tackles for 
loss... Luke’s father, Dirk Riemenschneider ‘88 was an 
All-American OT at BW in 1987... Look for Luke to return 
to his starting job at DE and be one of the best in the OAC. 
led BW's lacrosse team in scoring.
Luke Riemenschneider Career Defensive Statistics:
Year GP UT AT Tackles TFL Cau/Rec Int Brkup FBP
2011 3 0 0 0 .0 0/0 0 0 2
2012 10 16 9 25 3.0 1/0 0 0 4
2013 10 19 44 63 11.5 0/1 0 0 7
Career 23 35 53 88 14.5 1/1 0 0 13
MICHAELSLACK 
Senior • Wide Receiver • 5-11 • 200 pounds 
Casselberry, Florida • Pine Castle Christian Academy
A exercise science major, Michael earned his second varsity 
letter in 2013... Last season, he split time at QB with Kyle 
Ohradzansky before an injury at Mt. Union ended his sea­
son... He passed for 637 yards in 70 attempts (64.3%) with 
five touchdowns and ran 67 times for 268 yards and four 
TD's... Michael has excellent speed and quickness and is a 
tough competitor... He also is an excellent student with a 
3.827 grade point average and will be an Academic All-OAC 
candidate and could qualify for CAPITAL ONE Academic 
All-America honors... Look for him to be a big part of the offense at QB in 2014.
Michael Slack’s Career Passing Statistics:
Year GP ATT COMP .PCT YDS TD INT
2011 1 0 0 .000 0 0 0
2012 7 3 6 50.0 32 0 0
2013 9 70 45 64.3 637 5 7
Career 17 73 51 57.15 669 5 7
Career Rushing Statistics:
Year GP Att. Gain Loss Net Avg. TD Long
2011 1 1 3 0 3 3.0 0 3
2012 7 37 203 9 194 5.2 3 18
2013 9 67 268 4.0 4 24
Career 17 143 206 9 465 4.07 4 24
NOLAN SORDYL 
Senior • Running Back • 5-8 • 189 pounds 
Gurnee, Illinois • Warren Township High School
A film studies major, Nolan earned his second varsity letter 
in 2013... In 2013, Nolan played in nine games and ran the 
ball 102 times for 532 yards with five TDs... He is used a 
great deal in short yardage situations... He enters his senior 
season with 729 rushing yards and 13 career TDs... Also an 
excellent student, Nolan carries a 3.739 grade average and 
will be a candidate for Academic All-OAC and CAPITAL 
ONE Academic All-District 7 honors...He is a tough, hard- 
nosed student-athlete who will compete with Issac Reed III for the starting role.
Nolan Sordyl’s Career Rushing Statistics:
TD LongYear GP Att. Gain Loss Net Avg.
2011 5 14 54 4 50 3.6 4 12
2012 10 34 148 1 147 4.3 4 31
2013 9 102 548 16 532 5.2 5 57
Career 24 150 750 21 729 4.9 13 57
Career Receiving Statistics:
Year GP Rec. Yards Avg. TD Long
2011 5 2 15 7.5 0 14
2012 10 2 8 4.0 0 6
2013 9 1 6 6.0 0 6




Senior • Defensive Tackle • 6-2 • 275 pounds 
^ Creston, Ohio • Norwayne High School
j An accounting major who earned his first varsity letter in 
2013... Lawrence started a number of games and appeared 
in nine at defensive tackle. He had 20 total tackles, including 
3.5 tackles for loss... Lawrence is a hard worker, as well as 
hard-nosed as a defensive lineman... A solid student with a 
3.612 grade point average, he earned Academic All-OAC 
honors last fall... He will be a solid candidate for CAPITAL 
ONE Academic All-District 7 honors this fall... Look forhim 
to battle for the starting spot at DT in 2014.
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Comfort Inn Cleveland Airport
(440) 234-3131 or (800) 391-1112
• Complimentary Hot American Breakfast
• Complimentary High Speed Internet
• Complimentary Business Center





Located 11/2 miles from 
Baldwin Wallace Campus 
17550 Rosbough Drive 
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Mill Stream Run- .. TheTalibrook The U on Bagley Olmsted Falls Village
■s? WalkTo Your Classes @ BWU
Newly Renovated Suites w/Super Amenities C ' 
Utilities Included* '
Pet Friendly*
24//7 Emergency Maintenance - ^: -, _ ^
Close'to Cleveland Hopkins Airport, 1-71 & 1-480 . 
Short-Term Leasing Available* '
Prices & Sizes to Fit Your Needs = . - ' * Conditions
'. ' Apply .
Call Now for a Personal Tour 
. of Your New Home at: (440) 826-1812
>1. 00 YKLLOW JACKETS!
, Professionally Owned 










Crowne Plaza.® The Place To Meet by the Cleveland Airport.
Guest Room Accommodations
• 238 completely remodeled guest tooms and suites
• The Crowne Plaza Sleep Advantage* featuring comfortable new beds with plush 
duvets, sleep amenities and a sleep CD with relaxation tips, plus Quiet Zone 
areas and a guaranteed wake-up call
• Crowne Plaza Bath Experience so you feel refreshed
• Coffee maker, clock radio/CD player with alarm, iron, ironing board, 
hair dryer, voicemail and 32” flat-screen television
• Complimentary high-speed Internet access
• Priority Club* Rewards - thanks you for your loyalty
Amenities
• Business center for your office or personal needs
• Immediately off Interstate 71 and minutes from Cleveland Hopkins 
International Airport
• Complimentary airport shuttle
• 24 hour gift shop
Dining
• Buccis Restaurant...experience superior service and enjoy a delicious menu of 
steaks, seafood, pasta and Italian specialties. Serv'ing breakfast, lunch and dinner.
Recreation
• An elegant, remodeled lounge is available for guests to relax in after a day of meetings
• Refresh in our new indoor pool and sauna
• Fitness Center
• A short drive to a large shopping mall and entertainment venues
Conference Rooms and Meeting Facilities
• Over 16,000 sq. ft. of flexible function space with 14 meeting and banquet rooms, 
including two amphitheaters
• Grand Ballroom can host up to 800 guests
• Executive Board Room and Business Suites
• Latest audiovisual and telecommunication equipment available, as well as 
complimentary high-speed, wireless Internet access
• Close to the International Exposition Center, NASA Lewis Research Ctr., 
Baldwin Wallace College, Ford Motor Co.; within 15 mi. of downtown Cleveland
Let the Crowne Plaza Cleveland Airport plan your 
next meeting.
Crowne Plaza understands that planning and hosting a meeting is a complex
job that can be overwhelming to even the most seasoned meeting planner.
That’s why we developed a wide range of helpful services to make meeting
planning a lot more manageable.
• 2-Hour Response Guarantee - We’ll return your initial inquiry within 2 hours, 
guaranteed, and provide a proposal by the next business day. If not,
master account will be discounted by 5% once the meeting has been boo e 
and completed.
• Crowne Meetings Director - An experienced meeting professional and your 
single point of contact to help plan, coordinate and execute your meeting.
• Daily Meetings Debrief - Receive a complete itemization of all accounting for 
that day’s expenditures to help you manage your budget.
• Priority Club Meeting Rewards - Enroll and you’ll receive three points for every 
U.S. Dollar spent on qualified meetings. Points never expire and you can re eem 
points for free hotel nights, airline miles, brand-name merchandise certi cates or 

















(Middleburg Hcightt, Berea, Brook Park)
CROWNE PLAZA'
CLEVELAND AIRPORT
7230 Engle Road, Middleburg Heights, OH 44130 
p: 440.243.4040 f: 440.243.5319
vvvvw.crowneplaza.com/clevelandarpt
Room Theatre Classroom Conference Banquet Reception Sq.Ft.
Dimensions
Gnind soo 440 X 5CC 7CC 6S5t>
54x127
Jxillrtoni ! ISO 9C 35 130 150 -.620 54''c50
Biillriv^m il 160 72 35 no IK) 1404 52x27
Lv.llr<K>m 111 160 70 35 110 130 1404 52\27
Ballrtxmi I\' 200 80 35 I5C ISC 1S‘>C 54\35'
Balltiioni V 160 70 55 ICC 13C ■:40C
50\2S'
Rrie IOC K 20 60 65 750
25'x3Cr
Ontario uii-TcJ) 30 X X 1000
20\50’
1 luron .« 20 l.S 40 50 640
I6\40'
Michigan ILV K 24 oO 70
760 20K3S'
Siijn-riiir (ticrt'dl N 5C .X x X
15LV 30'x50'
Cuvahoga \ X 12 12 X 460
10x14'
MiJdlebuii; Ht> X X 12 X X
650 25\26-
Bord X X 12 X X
650 25\26'
Brrxik Park X X 12 * *
650 25'x26'
For more information or to book your next stay visit crowneplaza.com, call 1.800.MEETING 
or contact the hotel sales office directly.
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Free tooth whitening for New 
Patients! With initial exam and 
x-rays. Includes custom trays 
and whitening gel!
Offer Expires 11/01/2014
359 Front Street 
Berea, Ohio 44017
Telephone: (440)234-2813
Your neighborhood dental practice. 
Now offering Sports Guard anytime 
for any Baldwin Wallace Student for 
$30!! Call us today to set up an 
appointment.
$50 Off
Your First Out of Pocket Expense
New Patients Only
Coupon not valid with any other offers. Expires
11/01/2014
Telephone: (440)234-2813
— — — — » — — — — — — — — — —
Creating Beautiful Smiles in Berea
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GOOD LUCK BALDWIN-WALLACE FROM YOUR FRIENDS IN BUSINESS
HEALTHCARE LINEN SERVICES
Premier Healthcare linen and uniform company 
Serving Ohio for over 100 years!




Morgan Sen ices, Inc.




Cubicle Curtain Cleaning 
Sheets
Patient Gowns
STRUCTURAL IRON • STEEL JOISTS 
METAL ROOF DECK • STEEL STAIRS & RAILINGS
olumbia
BUILDING PRODUCTS COMPANY INC.
25961 Elm STREET, OLMSTED FALLS, OHIO 44138 
(440) 235-3363 (FAX) 235-3372
HUNGER SINGS 
IN THE SHOWER 
TOO.
SccjTT Hartman
^------ Residential & Commercial
------------------------------^99
17665 Haskins Roadx^jectnc^ Chagrin Falls, OH 44023
C: 440-478-3699
y F: 440-543-9564
Ohio License #13058 shartman@hartmanelectricinc.com
CABLtIMG Cai\JCEPTS, i/VC.





HVAC & Lighting Controls 
Energy Management Systems 
Card Access Systems 
Digital Video Monitoring
One Smart System 
Serves All Your Needs
Fire Alarm Systems 
IP Video Solutions 
VSD Drives and Motor Starters 
Building Commissioning Services
CORPORATE OFFICE 
233 Fillmore Avenue Suite 11 
Tonawanda, New York 14150 
716-693-4490 Fax 693-5280
CLEAN BRANCH 
80 N. Fourth Street 
Allegany, New York 14706 
716-372-0554 Fax 372-0567
18407 Detroit Avenue • Lakewood, Ohio 44107 
Office: (216) 226-9203 • Fax: (216) 226-0981
WWW, usservicesinc. com_______________ _____________ _____________ ;—
Building Performance Through Integration Partner of Sc^ndder
FAX: 216/631 '8934 Phone: 216/631 -8850
Cell: 216/906-9204 1 -800-262-0395
Blue Meats, Inc.
“creating new food traditions’
MICHAEL RADIS
3316 West 67th Place 











9200 Market Place • Broadview Heights, OH 44147
Tel. 440-717-0080 ______________
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The Best Team On The Field?
THE BUI VELLOUl JHCKETS!
The Best Team Oft The Field? 
Courtyard 6 TouinePlace Suites By Itlarriott!
Only 0]\E HQLE from Baldwin Wallace Eniversity - 





7345 Engie Road 






7325 Engie Road 
Middieburg Heights, OH 
(440)816-9300 or 
1-800-257-3000
★ 154 Spacious Guest Rooms
★ Indoor Pool and Whirlpool
★ Fitness Center
★ Full Breakfast Buffet Included w/BW rate
★ FREE High Speed Internet
★ Food Service Available From Local Restaurants
★ Studio, One and Tw/o Bedrooms
★ Fully Equipped Kitchen
★ Outdoor Pool
★ FREE High Speed Internet
★ Pets Welcome
★ Complimentary Grab-and-Go Breakfast
Special $92 BW Rate Special $92 BW Rate
Reservations can be made by visiting www.CourtyardClevelandAirportSouth.com or 
TownPlaceSuitesClevelandAirport.com and using the corporate/Promotional code: B6W
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Sute
The Best Sub You’ve Ever Had
'V7V
16758 Royalton Road • Strongsville, OH 44136 • (440) 846-0924 
(Across from the SouthPark Mall)
This coupon is good for one
FREE COOKIE
with any sub purchase
Limit one offer per visit. No photo copies. 
Valid at participating locations only. Not valid with 
other offers. Expires 12/1/2014. BWl
This coupon is good for
$2.00 off
any sub meal purchase
Limit one offer per visit. No photo copies. 
Valid at participating locations only. Not valid with 
other offers. Expires 12/1/2014. g^2
This coupon is good for one
FREE
SMALL SUB
with the purchase of one sub meal
Free small sub with the purchase of a sub meal 
(sub, chips or cookie, & fountain drink). Limit 
one offer per visit. No photo copies. Valid at 
participating locations only. Not valid with
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WE LETTERED IN HEALTH
Let our experts help you find the right coverage 
for your team. Visit us at MedMutual.com/BW.
Medical Mutual*
Ohio's Health Insurance Choice since 1934
© 2014 Medical Mutual of Ohio
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MEATCRAFT 
FOELS THAT ATHLETIC THING 
TOO PLAN ON DOING LATER
WE HAVE THE MEATS
#MEATCRAFT
TM & © 2014 Arby’s IP Holder Trust
Visit us at 7095 Engle Road in 
Middleburg Heights







Otter not valid with any other coupon or otter. Valid at 7095 Engle Road 
in Middleburg Heights and 480 W. Bagley Road in Berea. Otter expires 01/31/2015, 
Void it copied, scanned, transterred, purchased, sold or prohibited by law.
TM & © 2014 Arby's IP Holder Trust.
IFREE
I GRAND TURKEY CLUB
with purchase of a I Grand Turkey Club 
at regular price
otter not valid with any other coupon or otter. Valid at 7095 Engle Road 
in Middleburg Heights and 480 W. Bagley Road in Berea. Otter expires 01/31/2015, 
Void it copied, scanned, transterred, purchased, sold or prohibited by law.
TM & © 2014 Arby's IP Holder Trust.
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•Shuttle service to and 








Middleburg Heights, OH 44130
Call: 440.234.6688 




440.234.6688 ext 211 









All Major Credit Cards Accepted
Free Delivery on Orders 
over $9.50
Call 440-243-0342
6496 Kolthoff Rd. at Sheldon Rd. 
440-243-0332 - Lounge & Dining Room 
440-243-0342 - Pizza Shoppe
Open 7 Days a Week
Lounge
Monday - Saturday 10:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m. 
Sunday 11:00 a.m. -12:30 a.m.
Kitchen
Monday - Saturday open until 11:30 p.m. 
Sunday open until 11:00 p.m.
Pizza Shoppe
Monday - Saturday 11:00 a.m. -12:30 a.m. 
Sunday 11:00 a.m. -11:30 p.m.
Since 1972
@ DENIER @
Offerings Hours of Operation Location
■ Hi Efficiency
Washers
■ Large Capacity 
Washer
■ Free Wi-Fi





[Open all year including 
holidays]
7547 Pearl Road 
Middleburg Heights, OH 
44130
Phone (440)234-9680
Owners: Bill Smith & Carol Smith ] alumna)




Director - Cleveland 






















Avoid the Emergency Room 844-463-7669
University
Hospitals
Orthopedic Consultant to the iveland Browns
THEGOCLINIC.COM
Ahuja Medical Center 
3999 Richmond Rd 
Beachwood
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FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 
Homemade Pasta - Catering Available 
7565 Pearl Road - Middleburg Heights, Ohio 
Phone 440-234-6480 
www.santospizzaandpasta.com
r —— — — — —i- —— — nI I
j 10% off your |
! order with this ad 1I II I
j BW Gameday Only I
I I
Private Party Room Available 
Seating 20-60 People
visit our website at www.santospizzaandpasta.com
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DEFENDING MANUFACTURERS, CORPORATIONS, 
HOSPITALS AND SMALL BUSINESSES
With our track record of success in the courtroom, our experience 
and knowledge provides our clients with the options they need. 







Do you have an innovative idea, 
or the solution to a problem?
At BW’s Blackstone LaunchPad we help students start 
businesses and nonprofits. All it takes to get started is 
your idea and the passion to act on it.
Through regular, confidential meetings, our coaches can 
help you create the job of your dreams.
Our service is free and available to 
students in all classes, from every major.
NOW OPEN TO BW ALUMNI!
To learn more, visit bw.thelaunchpad.org. or talk to Mike or 








Sponsored by The Burton D. Morgan Foundation and The Blackstone Charitable Foundation 
Blackstone LaunchPad is a program of The Center for Innovation & Growth
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Today is Professor Appreciation Day
BEREA, OHIO -- Each of the five 2014 
Baldwin Wallace University home football games 
have a promotional event attached to it. It adds 
to the pageantry and fun of attending a Yellow 
Jacket football game.
Today is Professor Appreciation Day. Prior 
to the game, each Yellow Jacket senior football 
student-athlete will honor a professor or 
administrator who has made an impact on that 
person during their collegiate experience.
To commemorate the occassion, each senior 
football student-athlete will present their chosen 
member of the faculty and/ or staff with a framed 
copy of the cover from today's game program 
with a hand-written message of thanks. This has 
been a tradition at BW since Head Coach John 
Snell took over the reigns 13 years ago.
Oour final home game this season is on 
Saturday, November 8 when the Yellow Jackets 
host OAC arch-rival the University of Mount 
Union, the University will celebrate Seniors' & 
Parents' Day.
Prior to the game, senior members of the 
football team, its student coaches, managers and 
trainers will be recognized with their parents.
At halftime, the senior cheerleaders and 
members of the Marching Band will be recognized 
along with their parents.
For tickets to any of BWs five home games 
this season, please call either Meg Carney or 
Marcy James in the B-W Athletic Department 
at 440-826-2140 or 2184.
For the 13th straight year. Yellow Jacket senior football student-athletes will recognize a member of the Baldwin Wallace faculty 
who have made a difference in their BW experience on Professor Appreciation Day. Recognizing members of the BW community 
has been an important part of John Snell's tenure as head coach.
BW Announces the Construction of a Sculpture to Honor 
Four-Time Olympic Gold Medalist and 1949 Graduate Harrison Dillard
BEREA — This spring, at a date yet to be determined, Baldwin Wallace 
University will dedicate a sculpture of four-time Olympic gold medalist and 
1949 graduate Harrison Dillard at The George Finnic Stadium. Dillard is still 
recognized as the finest student-athlete ever to compete at the University.
"I am humbled and overjoyed," said a Dillard as he sat at a luncheon on 
campus in Strosacker Hall that was organized by 1951 graduate and life-long 
friend Ted Theodore. BW President Robert C. Helmer gave the news to Dillard 
and a number of other BW officers, trustees and friends of the University. The 
luncheon announcement was a secret to Dillard.
"I had no idea,"said a humble Dillard with his clasic giant smile. "It is an 
opportunity for the legacy that I established at BW to last forever."
In both the 1948 and 1952 Olympics, 1949 BW graduate Harrison Dillard 
did some things that NO OTHER track and field ahlete has ever done.
At the London Olympics in 1948, Dillard won the 100-meter dash and was 
a member of the gold medal-winning 4 x 100-meter relay team. Four years 
later in Helsinski, Finland, "Bones" as he's been referred to by his friends for 
more than 75 years, won his specialty — the 110-meter high hurdles - and again 
was a member of the winning 4 x 100-meter relay squad. In the history of the 
Olympics, Dillard is still the only male and one of only two superb athletes to 
ever win both the 100-meer dash and 110-meter high hurdles.
But that is Just a part of the Dillard legacy in the Olympics, at his alma mater 
and in Cleveland. While at B W as a student, and ever since, Dillard has brought 
distinction to the University by virtue of his excellence in the classroom and on 
the track as a student-athlete, nationally and internationally when competing 
at national meets and internationally and in the Olympics and after he retired 
from competing for the dignity and class that he has displayed for Cleveland, 
his alma mater and the sport of track and field.
"Harrison has been a great ambassador of BW, Greater Cleveland and the 
sport of track," said Theodore, who teamed with Dillard on the track in relay 
events and was a Yellow Jacket team captain. "This is a great honor for Harrison, 
BW and the entire City of Cleveland. I couldn't be happier."
Sculptor David Deming of Lakewood of Lakewood has been commissioned 
to do the sculture. He recently completed a sculpture Cleveland Indians Hall of 
Famer Jim Thome that is on display at Progressive Field in Cleveland.
Above sculptor David Deming of Lakewood stands next to a rendering of a sculture he is 
creating of 1949 Baldwin Wallace University graduate and four-time Olympic gold medalist 
Harrison Dillard. Dillard is regarded as the greatest student-athlete ever to perform at BW.
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The Baldwin Wallace University Yellow Jackets Host
V 7°^^ f ■■ The Baldwin Wallace University
Yellow JacketfootbailhostsOhioAthleticConference
nval Otterbein University on Professor Appreciation 
Day in Berea.
The Yellow Jackets enter this game with a 4-2 
overall and 3-2 OAC record following its 56-17 victory 
at Wilmington College last Saturday. It was B W's third 
straight win this season and seventh straight versus 
the Quakers.
The Cardinals are 4-2 overall and 4-1 intheOAC
following their 32-20 win at Muskingum University 
Otterbein has won two straight games and four of their
WEBCASTS - BW webcasts all five of its home 
games via its website at www.bwyellowjackets 
com. Veteran sportscasters Brendan Gulick and 
Ryan McNaughton offer the play-by-play calls and 
colors analysis. The pregame show generally starts 
15 minutes prior to kickoff.
ago in Westerville, Otterbein defeated BW, 19-7, on 
October 5 on Ballenger Field in Memorial Stadium. 
BW was led on offense by then quarterback and now 
Academic All-OAC wide receiver and current senior 
Michael Slack who completed 16-of-23 passes for 
114 yards and led the ground game with 65 yards in 11 
attempts and a TD. The top receiver was Josiah Holt 
who had nine receptions for 66 yards. The defense 
was led by current All-OAC and Academic All-OAC 
senior outside linebacker Dan O' Brien and graduated 
CAPITAL ONE Academic All-American LB David 
Flegal '14 with 10 tackles apiece. Offensively for the 
Cardinals, QB Ben Sizemore completed 12-of-17 
passes for 126 yards and a TD, and he also ran for 
a score. His top receiver was WR Steven Carpenter 
with six catches for 85 yards. The running game was 
led by current junior RB Drew Ervin who ran for a 
career-high 234 yards in 26 attempts and a TD. The 
Otterbein defense was led by a trio of players who 
each had eight tackles.
RADIO - BW campus radio station WBWC, 88.3 
FM, broadcasts all home and away Yellow Jacket 
football games. You also can listen to the games live 
via the WBWC Internet Web site at www.wbwc.com 
The pregame show generally starts 20 minutes prior 
to kickoff. For more information, please call Sports 
Director Michael Dreamer the station offices at (440) 
826-2145 or its listening line at (440) 826-2187.
Baldwin Wallace Versus Otterbein Series Notes -
The Yellow Jackets and the Cardinals have previously 
met 46 times on the gridiron with Baldwin-Wallace 
holding a 36-9-1 series lead, but Otterbein has won 
the last two meetings, including a 19-7 triumph a year 
ago in Westerville. The series began in 1925 with the 
Yellow Jackets defeating the Cardinals, 7-0, in Berea. 
Two years ago, Otterbein beat the Yellow Jackets, 38- 
17, in Berea. The last BW win came in 2011 when it 
beat the Cardinals, 27-21, in Westerville.
The Last Time They Met in 2013: Otterbein - 






Colors: Brown and Gold
Affiliation: NCAA Division III
President: Dr. Robert C. Helmer
Athletic Director: Kris Diaz '78
SID: Kevin Ruple
Head Coach: John Snell
Alma Mater/Year: B-W/1987
Years at B-W: 13th
B-W Record: 81-47
Career Record: same
2014 Records: 4-2 overall
3-2 OAC
Last Meeting: 2013
Who Won: OU won, 19-7, on
Oct. 5 in Westerville
Series Began: 1925
Series Standing: BW leads, 36-9-1
Series Streak: BW, two straight
Last Game: Beat Wilmington, 56-17, 
on Oct. 18 in Wilmington
Next Game: Nov. 1 at Capital 
at 2:00 p.m. in Bexley
Briefly Scouting the Yellow Jackets — Offensively, 
the Yellow Jackets score 34.2 points-per-game and 
generate 364.3 yards of total offense, including 
190.3 rushing and 174.0 passing yards. Junior Tyler 
Moeglin will start at QB and has completed 78 of 
132 passes for 59.1 percent with 918 yards with 10 
TD's and six interception. He also has rushed for 
353 yards in 69 attempts with four TD's. He will be 
backed up by sophomore transfer Robbie Plagens. 
In the backfield, look for junior Issac Reed III and 
freshman Jarrod Smith to get the bulk of the carries. 
Reed had a team-leading 529 yards in 101 attempts 
with three TD's, and Smith has 135 yards in 31 at­
tempts and two TD's. The receiving corps will be 
led by senior WR Kyle Dunne, Slack and freshman 
Joe Kijaukas. Dunne has a team-high 27 grabs for 
382 yards and six TD's. Slack has 15 catches for 179 
yards and two TD's, Kijaukas has 11 receptions for 
137 yards and two TD's. The line returns two full 
time starters and is anchored by senior tackles Sean 
Hemlick and Tim Pallay.
Defensively, the Yellow Jackets allows 26.5 points 
and 359.3 yards of total offense, including 153.5 rush­
ing and 205.8 passing yards. The line has been led by 
senior All-OAC end Luke Riemenschneider, who 
has 39 tackles, including four for loss. The linebacking 
corps have been led by Dan O'Brien who tops the 
team with 51 stops, including three for loss. Junior 
MLB Tyler Burdorff is second with 43 tackles and 
four for loss. The secondary has been led by senior 
safety Austin Cordova with 38 tackles.
On special teams, sophomore placekicker Joe 
Simonis has connected on a perfect 27 of 27 PAT 
kicks and 4 of 4 field goals to remain perfect this 
season and rank second to Dunne with 39 points. 
Simonis also punts and averages 35.1 yards in 14 punts 
with six landing inside the opponent's 20-yard line. 
Dunne also returns punts and averages 16.9 yards in 
12 runbacks with a TD. His seven TD's top the team 
as does his 42 points scored. Smith, who also returns 
kickoffs, averages a team-leading 28 yards in four 
attempts, and freshman Trevor George (Aliquippa, 
Pa./ Carlyton) averages 24.0 yards in four runbacks.
LAST WEEK: BW — 56, Wilmington - 17 in 
Wilmington - Last week, the Yellow Jackets defeated 
Wilmington College, 56-17, at Williams Stadium for 
its third straight win. The offense was led by Kyle 
Dunne, Tyler Moeglin and Jarrod Smith. Dunne 
caught six passes for 91 yards and three TD's and 
returned a punt 40 yards for a fourth score. Moeglin 
completed 9 of 17 passes for 127 yards with three 
TD's and no interceptions and ran for 42 yards in 
six attempts. Smith ran for a career-high 81 yards 
in 13 attempts with his first two collegiate scores. 
In addition, Isaac Reed III led all BW runners with
Senior Wide Receiver Kyle Dunne (Rocky River) had a 
game to remember last Saturday in a 56-17 win at Wilm­
ington College when he caught three touchdown passes and 
returned a punt 40 yards for another score. He has a team- 
high 27 catches for 382 yards and six TD 's.
88 yards in 15 attempts, and Robbie Plagens threw 
his first collegiate TD pass to Kijaukas. who caught 
a career-high four passes for 77 yards and the score. 
The defense was led by Danny O'Brien with seven 
tackles and senior DE Tom Iverson grabbed a loose 
fumble out of the air and rambled 25 yards for a TD. 
The special teams were led by Dunne and Joe Simonis 
who made all eight of his PAT kicks and now has 27 
straight this season.
Briefly Scouting the Cardinals^— Offensively, Ot­
terbein scores 32.2 poiStTpergame and gains 419.3 
yards of total offense, including 209.5 rushing and 
209.8 passing yards. Look for senior Brick Davis to 
start at QB. He has completed 103 of 178 passes for 
1257 yards with seven TD's and four interceptions. 
Davis has also run for 162 yards on 45 attempts with 
four TD's. The running is led by sophomore Reid 
Hutchinson and Drew Ervin. Hutchison tops the 
team with 626 yards in 63 attempts with five TD's 
and averages an impressive 9.9 yards per carry. Ervin 
has run for 300 yards in 71 carries with six TD's and 
caught 12 passes for 66 yards and a score. He tops the 
team with seven TD's and 42 points. The receiving 
corps are led by senior flanker Ryan Thombs with 17 
catches for 304 yards and two TD's, freshman WR 
Logan Stepp with 16 grabs for 208 yards and a TD 
and senior WR Travis Laird with 15 grabs for 176 
yards and a TD.
On defense, Otterbein allows 25.0 ppg. and 378.7 
yards of total offense, including 188.2 rushing and 
190.5 passing yards. On the line, freshman DE Kyle 
Blust has recorded 28 tackles and three QB sacks. At 
linebacker, sophomore ILB Austin Jones leads the 
team with 66 tackles. He also has two sacks, four 
tackles for loss, three recovered fumbles and one 
forced fumble. Senior ILB Preston Pearson is second 
with 57 tackles. Sophomore OLB Will Brett is third 
with 42 stops, second with 6.5 tackles for loss and
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Colors: Tan and Cardinal
Affiliation: NCAA Division III
Athletic Director: Dawn Stewart
SID: Ed Syguda
Assistant SID: Adam Prescott
Head Coach: Tim Doup
Alma Mater/Year: Otterbein/ 1992
Years at School: Third
Record at School: 17-9
Career Record: same
2014 Records: 4-2, 4-1 OAC
Last Game: Beat Muskingum, 32-20, 
on Oct. 18 in New Concord
Next Game: Nov. 1 host Mount Union 
at 1:30 p.m. in Westerville
tied with senior OLB Zac Hamilton for the team lead 
with five sacks each. Hamilton also tops the squad 
with 7.5 tackles for loss. In the secondary, senior Ryan 
Moore has tallied 39 tackles and leads the Cardinals 
with two interceptions.
On special teams, senior PK Alana Gaither is sec­
ond in scoring with 37 points, 5 of 5 in field goals and 
22 of 25 in PAT kicks. Junior Jordan Keaton averages 
34.1 yards in 26 punt attempts with seven landing in­
side the 20-yard line. Senior WR Cole Benner returns 
punts and averages 6.0 yards in five runbacks. Senior 
RB Tyler Hammond, who has rushed for 121 yards 
in 17 attempts, averages a team-leading 24.2 yards 
in 18 kickoff runbacks.
LAST WEEK: OUer^i^^-- 32, Muskingum - 20 
in New Concord — Last week, Otterbein defeated 
the Muskingum University Fighting Muskies (1-5, 
1_4 OAC), 32-20, at McConagha Stadium in New 
Concord. Offensively for the Cardinals, Brick Davis 
completed 18 of 29 passes for 176 yards with one TD 
and an interception. Reid Hutchinson led the running 
game as he ran for 111 yards and a TD in 10 attempts 
and Logan Stepp topped all receivers with six grabs 
for 38 yards. The defense was led by Preston Pearson 
with 11 tackles and an interception. On special teams, 
Alana Gaither made field goals of20,26 and 19 yards.
NEXT WEEK FOR B W -- Next Saturday, November 
1, BW travels to Columbus, Ohio to play the Capital 
University Crusaders in an OAC game at Bemlohr 
Stadium at 2:00 p.m.
The Yellow Jacket Notebook
2014 Team Captains — The 2014 team captains are 
Addison Carbone, Sean Hemlick, Danny O'Brien 
and Luke Riemenschneider.
2014 Player of the Game Award Winners — Luke 
Riemenschneider was the Frank Ropollo BW Home­
coming Player of the Game. Tyler Moeglin was the 
37th Annual Lee Tressel Shrine Classic Player of the 
Game. Isaac Reed III and Danny O'Brien were the 
Co-Dick Miller BW Community & Family Day Player
of the Game.
OAC Players of the Week - BW has had 
three student-athletes named as OAC Play­
ers of the Week so far this season. They 
are Danny O'Brien and Joe Simonis on 
September 15 versus Bluffton University and 
Luke Riemenschneider on Sept. 29 versus 
Muskingum University and on October 4 
versus Marietta College.
Simonis Now a Davey O' Brien Candidate
— Coming into preseason camp, football 
coach John Snell needed to find aplacekicker 
to replace 2-time All-OAC student-athlete 
Chris Mohler '14. Joe Simonis won the job 
and has been outstanding and is now a Davey 
O'Brien candidate for the best kicker in the 
country. To date, he has connected on all 
four of his field goals and all 27 of his PAT 
kicks. In addition, when freshman punter 
Austin Smith went down with an injury at 
John Carroll, Simonis took over the duties.
Smart Football Team — Twenty-one of 
BW's 46 student-athletes on its two-deep 
depth chart carry a 3.0 or better grade point 
average, including 10 starters. They are 
Tim Pallay (3.154 grade point average),
Michael Slack (3.827), Danny O'Brien (3.803), 
Joe Simonis (3.676), Addison Carbone (3.612), 
junior defensive tackle Lawrence Wolfe (3.612), 
Sean Hemlick (3.436), Tom Iverson (3.346), Tyler 
Burdorff (3.219) and senior cornerback Nelson 
Candelario (3,201). Carbone, Sean Hemlick (3.46), 
O'Brien, Simonis, Slack and Wolfe will be candidates 
for CAPITAL ONE Academic All-District 7 and 
Academic All-America honors. The quartet will be 
joined by senior DT Nick Boron (3.769) and Wolfe 
as Academic All-OAC candidates.
BW Among the Nation's Winningest College 
Football Programs -- The BW football program is 
one of the winningest programs in college football 
history. The Yellow Jackets have an all-time record 
of 571-330-30 with an impressive .629 winning
percentage in their 110-year history on the gridiron. 
Remarkably, BW has had 45 winning seasons in the 
past 48 years, including a 38-year winning streak 
from 1967 through 2004.
OAC Titles and NCAA Playoff History — The BW 
football program has won 12 OAC titles (1935,1937, 
1968,1977,1978,1980,1982,1983,1984,1988,1991, 
1994) and appeared in the Division III Playoffs six 
times (1978, 1979, 1980, 1982, 1991 and 2003). BW 
earned its national championship with a 24-10 victory 
versus Wittenberg University in 1978.
Trio of Great Coaches Have Reached the Century 
Club -- Three former BW legends, Ray E. Watts '23, 
Lee Tressel '48 and Bob Packard '65 are the only three 
football coaches in college football history who have 
won 100 or more games at the same school. Watts 
won 104 games, compiled a 104-58-14 with a .631 
winning percentage and coached from 1928 through 
1948. Tressel won 155 games in his College Football 
Hall of Fame career, compiled a 155-52-6 record and 
had a .742 winning percentage. Bob Packard won a 
school-record 156 games, compiled a 156-54-2 mark 
and had a .741 winning percentage. Comparably and 
in his 13th season, John Snell '87 is 81 -47 with a .633 
winning percentage.
Finnie Stadium Record — Since Finnie Stadium 
opened in 1971, the Yellow Jackets have compiled 
an impressive 161-39-2 home record with an .802 
winning percentage. It includes a 2-1 mark this season.
Finnie Stadium Attendance Always Among Na­
tional Leaders -The faculty, administration, students, 
parents and friends of the BW have a long history of 
supported the football program. Every year since the 
NCAA has kept statistics on home game attendance, 
BW has ranked in the Top-10 nationally in Division 
III. A year ago, BW's five home games attracted 22,870 
fans and averaged 4,574 fans per game.
This season. BW has attracted 12,041 fans to its first 
three home contests, including 5,055 fans at its September 
13 Community & Family Day game versus Bluffton, 3,857 
at its Sept. 20 Lee Tressel Shrine Classic game against Ohio 
Northern University, and 3.129 at its October4 Homecoming 
contest versus Muskingum.
Senior All-Ohio Athletic Conference defensive end Luke Riemenschneider (Rocky River) has been the OAC Defensive Player 
of the Week two of the past three weeks. He returned a fumble a Finnie Stadium-record 86 yards in a 35-7 win versus Musk­
ingum University, and an interception 26 yards for the winning score in a 40-33 victory at Marietta College.
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Tyler Burdorff * 
Nelson Candelario ** 




































Thomas Iverson ** 


















Baldwin Wallace University Alphabetical Roster
Yr. Pos. Ht. Wt.
Jr. WR 5-9 180
Sr. LB 6-1 197
Fr. OL 6-0 260
Fr. WR 5-11 165
So. LB 5-11 210
Fr. OL 6-1 285
Fr. P 5-10 160
Fr. RB 5-9 195
So. LB 6-0 215
Fr. DT 6-2 230
So. WR 5-10 165
Sr. OC 6-0 250
Fr. OL 6-0 250
Fr. RB 5-8 195
Jr. OG 5-9 245
So. FS 5-6 160
Jr. MLB 6-1 225
Sr. CB 5-10 185
Sr. DT 5-11 255
So. SS 5-10 155
Sr. CB 6-0 175
Fr. RB 5-6 160
So. FS 6-2 185
Sr. LB 5-10 205
Sr. SS 5-9 190
Sr. CB 5-9 195
Fr. WR 6-6 210
Jr. OG 6-3 315
Fr. OG 6-0 240
Fr. LB 5-10 166
Sr. WR 5-9 180
Jr. CB 5-10 182
Fr. OL 6-0 265
Fr. QB 6-3 175
So. WR 6-1 180
Sr. CB 5-8 180
Fr. WR 5-8 165
Fr. WR 5-8 160
Jr. CB 5-8 180
So. WR 5-10 190
Fr. DE 6-2 250
Sr. DT 5-10 245
Sr. FS 6-0 170
Jr. DT 5-10 279
So. OT 6-3 290
Jr. DT 5-10 235
Sr. OT 6-2 285
Fr. RB 5-9 185
Fr. FS 6-3 177
Fr. OG 6-2 270
So. DE 5-11 215
Fr. WR 6-0 160
So. OLB 6-1 200
Sr. WR 5-9 160
Sr. DE 6-0 215
Sr. DE 6-1 265
So. OT 6-2 230
Fr. MLB 5-10 210
So. OG 5-9 240
Sr. TE 6-2 195
So. DE 6-2 245
So. TE 6-3 220
Fr. WR 6-1 195
Jr. DT 6-2 220
Sr. CB 5-10 155
Fr. QB 6-2 185
So. OG 6-2 255
Jr. WR 6-2 185
Jr. WR 5-11 155
Fr.LB/ Snaps5-ll 210
Jr. OG 6-0 290
Fr. OLB 6-0 215























Helena, Mont. (Capital) 
Tallmadge



















Aliquippa, Pa. (Carlynton) 
Wampum, Pa. (Mohawk Area) 
Medina
Columbus (Mifflin)













Elyria (Grafton Midview) 
Northfield (Trinity)
Akron (North)












Huber Heights (Wayne) 
DuBois, Pa. (DuBois Area) 
Rootstown
North Royalton (Brecksville- 
Broadview Heights)
Mentor
Brandon Mahaffey * Sr. WR 6-1 190 Avon
Nick Malvasi Jr. FB 5-10 220 Girard
Matt Manolio Fr. OL 5-11 245 Chesterland (West Geauga)
Justin Maranville Fr. DB 6-1 165 Uniontown (Lake)
Dan Mathews Fr. P/PK 5-11 160 Fairview Park (Lakewood)
Jake Mauer *# Jr. DE 6-2 235 Brunswick
John McElfresh So. MLB 5-10 215 Brandenton, Fla. (Manatee)
Mike Meadows Fr. LB 5-10 205 Medina (Cuyahoga Valley Christian
Academy)
Pete Meadows *# Jr. DT 6-1 265 Medina (Cuyahoga Valley Christian
Academy)
Andrew Michaels So. WR 6-0 180 NorthChili,N. Y. (Churchville-Chili)
Cade Mickley So. WR 5-7 175 Howard (Danville)
Matt Miller Fr. WR 5-10 155 Rochester, N.Y. (Gates-Chili)
Dylan Minick Jr. DT 6-2 262 Twinsburg
AJ Minster Fr. DB 5-7 140 Louisville (Senior)
Tyler Moeglin * Jr. QB 5-10 190 Canton (St. Thomas Aquinas)
Nate Molnar So. DT 5-10 220 Skaneateles, N.Y. 
(Churchville-Chili)
Mason Muldoon Fr. DE 6-1 240 Middleburg Heights 
(Berea-Midpark)
Chris Murphy Fr. DE 5-10 230 Cleveland (Glenville)
Mike Myers So. FB 5-10 210 Strongsville
Isaiah Nelson So. RB 5-6 170 Elyria (Grafton Midview)
Sean Nischwitz Fr. LB 6-1 225 Clinton (Green)
Ryan Noland # So. OT 6-2 295 Ravenna (Southeast)
Dan O’Brien ** Sr. LB 5-11 210 Warren (Howland)
Jake O’Connor Sr. WR 5-11 165 Wellington (Black River)
Kyle Ohradzansky *# Sr. QB 6-2 210 Avon (Canton McKinley)
Dakota Olmstead Fr. WR 5-11 180 Navarre (Fairless)
Corey Padrutt * Sr. RB 6-0 185 Roostown
Tim Pallay *# Sr. OT 6-3 265 Hudson
Robbie Plagens # Jr. QB 6-1 205 Rocky River
Quinn Porter Fr. LB 6-0 210 Ravenna (Southeast)
Isaac Reed III ** Jr. RB 5-8 165 Lehigh Acres, Fla. (Lehigh)
Jared Reimel Fr. QB 6-3 200 Lake Mary, Fla. (Lyman)
Peter Ribar Fr. TE 6-0 195 Middlefield (Cardinal)
Josh Rice Fr. OG 6-0 285 Concord (Harvey)
Anton Richardson 
Luke
Fr. DT 6-1 230 Chicago, Ill. (Gordon Tech)
Riemenschneider ** Sr. DE 6-4 230 Rocky River
Andrew Rose Jr. LB 5-11 190 Canton (GlenOak)
Philip Saracco Fr. RB 5-6 185 Pittsburgh, Pa. (Upper St. Clair)
Corey Schmidt So. WR 6-2 200 Fairview Park (Fairview)
Andy Schultz So. DE 6-1 210 North Royalton
Vee Sealey Fr. OLB 6-0 175 Painesville (Harvey)
Andy Sierawski Fr. OT 6-2 245 Delaware (Hayes)
Nigel Simmons Fr. OLB 6-0 220 Lilbum, Ga.
(Snellville Brookwood)
Joe Simonis So. PK 5-11 170 Hinckley (Medina Highland)
Michael Slack ** Sr. WR 5-11 185 Casselberry, Ha.
(Pine Castle Christian Academy)
Austin Smith Fr. RB/P 5-8 180 Broadview Heights 
(North Royalton)
Brok Smith Jr. DE 6-1 230 North Olmsted
Jarrod Smith Fr. RB 6-0 180 Canton (McKinley)
Nolan Sordyl ** Sr. RB 5-8 189 Gurnee, Ill. (Warren Township)
Caray Sparrow Fr. DB 5-8 165 St. Augustine, Ha. (St. Augustine)
Austin Stephan Jr. FS 5-10 215 Pittsburgh, Pa. (Upper St. Clair)
Brian Stepp So. MLB 5-11 220 North Royalton
Chad Swysgood Fr. RB 5-8 180 Wooster (Northwestern)
Anthony Taylor So. TE 6-0 220 Toledo (St. Francis de Sales)
Spenser Theiss Fr. DT 5-8 230 Silver Lake (Walsh Jesuit)
Quinn Thompson # So. TE 6-4 244 Edinboro, Pa. (General McLane)
Kyle Ulliman Fr. FS 6-2 180 Westerville (Central)
Mike Waggoner Jr. WR 6-2 185 Stow (Stow-Munroe Falls)
Theodore Washington Fr. SS 5-8 174 Orlando, Fla. (First Academy)
Dennison West So. DE 6-3 230 Athens
Shawn Williams $ Fr. DB 5-10 160 Bedford
Tyler Wolf So. WR 6-1 185 Fremont (Ross)
Lawrence Wolfe * Jr. DT 6-2 245 Creston (Norwayne)
* — denotes varsity letters earned; # — denotes quad captains; $ — denotes injured player 
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Front Row (Left to Right): Michael VanGlider, Ifedimma Nwankwo, Andrea Cook, Kara Carpenter, Brianna Kingston, Drew Hudson 





WR 2 - Michael Slack 
WR 7 — Kyle Dunne 
WR 16 — Mike Waggoner 
RT 54 - Tim Pallay 
RG 61-Alex Kurtz 
OC 50 — Anthony Lautanen 
LG 67 — Josh Lane 
LT 63 — Sean Hemlick 
TE 5 - Darryl Jones 
QB 10 - Tyler Moeglin 
RB 29 - Jarrod Smith 
RB 1 - Isaac Reed III
f Defense I
DE 9 - Luke
Riemenschneider
DT 8 - Lawrence Wolfe
DT 74 — Addison Carbone
DE 87 — Tom Iverson
OLB 22 — John McElfresh
MLB 48 - Tyler Burdorff
OLB 25 — Dan O'Brien
CB 6 — Kevin Krakora
FS 21 - Austin Cordova
SS 4 — Davonte Greer
CB 20 - Nelson Candelario
Kickers |
P 18 - Joe Simonis
PK 18- Joe Simonis




Holds 10- Tyler Moeglin




PR 7 - Kyle Dunne
17- Kendall Bonnett
Baldwin Wallace University 
Numerical Roster
No. Name Pos. 61 Alex Kurtz
1 Isaac Reed III RB 63 Sean Hemlick
2 Mike Slack WR 65 Desmond Holmes
3 Trevor George WR/ KR 66 Hayden DeYoung
4 Davonte Greer FS 67 Josh Lane
5 Darryl Jones TE 69 Dylan Minick
6 Kevin Krakora CB 72 Nick Hanson
7 Kyle Dunne WR/PR 73 Kevin Jacobs
8 Lawrence Wolfe DT 74 Addison Carbone
9 Luke Riemenschneider DE/ 75 Josh Rice
Snapper 77 Mason Muldoon
10 Tyler Moeglin QB/ Holder 82 Jake O'Connor
11 Jake Garner SS 85 Ty Gallo
12 Robbie Plagens QB 86 Trent Gallo
13 Tyler Wolf WR 87 Tom Iverson
14 John Kromalic QB 88 Joe Kijauskas
15 Christian Gaines CB 89 Tommy Fuller
16 Mike Waggoner WR 91 Bo Graf
17 Kendall Bonnett WR/ PR 92 Ian Harmon
18 Joe Simonis PK/ KO 94 Cole Horan
19 Julian Jackson-Ross DT/DE 95 Pete Meadows
20 Nelson Candelario CB 97 John Haney
21 Austin Cordova SS
22 John McElfresh LB
23 Bryon Cook FS
24 Alex Garrett CB
25 Dan O'Brien OLB
26 Theodore Washington DB
27 Jason Boykins RB
28 Brock Hull OLB
29 Jarrod Smith RB
30 Austin Smith RB/P
31 Mike Myers FB
32 Billy D'Amico CB
33 Nick Cooper MLB
34 Corey Padrutt RB
36 Tyrone Brininger FS
37 Mike Aylward LB
39 Nate Ferster CB
40 Howard Dover LB
42 Nick Malvasi FB
43 Sammy Ibrahim WR
44 Adam Blake RB
45 Andy Schultz DE
46 Jake Mauer DE
47 Tony Kapferer TE
48 Tyler Burdorff MLB
49 Nate Molnar DT
50 Anthony Lautanen OC
51 Andrew Rose LB
52 Andy Sierawski OT
53 Sean Nischwitz LB
54 Tim Pallay OT
55 Nick Boron OC/OG
57 Brian Stepp MLB
























f Otterbein University 
Numerical Roster
No. Name Pos. 63 Joe Ickes OL
1 Cole Benner WR 64 Jared Withers OL
2 Connor Lucas WR 65 Jake Mccreary OL
3 Austin Jones LB 66 Grant Noppenberger OL
4 Brick Davis QB 67 Kyle Stroschen OL
5 Ty Compton DB 68 Tyler Green N
6 Drew Ervin RB 69 Hogan Marshall OL
7 Jordan Bonifas DB 70 Ryan Mickle OL
9 Travis Laird WR 71 David Shupp OL
10 Aaron Thompson WR 72 Dominic Mayle OL
11 Ryan Moore DB 73 Elijah Kinney NG
12 Will Brett OLB 74 Dakota Crawford OL
13 Jake Stewart QB 75 Justin Christoff OL
14 Nick Ganus K 76 Peter LaChapelle OL
15 Ryan Thombs WR 77 Michael Zaky OL
16 Thomas Linder QB 78 Justin Hill OL
17 Joey Longhino QB 79 Zach Wilson OL
18 Kevan Green QB 80 Brandon Bruner W
19 Mike Greenwill OLB 81 Skylar Zeller WR
20 Tyler Hammond RB 82 Cory Usher WR
21 Josh Bichsel DB 83 Chad McCray TE
22 Caleb Martin DB 84 Bryson Wray TE
23 Preston Pearson LB 85 Justin Fryman DB
24 Jordan Keaton DB/P 86 Cody Royster WR
25 Alana Gaither K 87 Kris Michael WR
26 Dakota Smith DB 88 Jonathan Vincent DE
27 Reid Hutchinson RB 89 Trent Tobias WR
28 Jordan Shell DB 91 Chuck Thacker DE
29 Dustin McFadden DB 92 Steve Clum DL
30 Anthony Wene DB 93 Alex Scotton DE
31 Tyler Cook CB 94 Zachary Rodriguez NG
32 Christian Brett WR 95 Tyler Baker OLB
33 Travis Bates DE 96 Jonathan McClenathan DE
34 Jalen Liggins DB 97 Kyler Mootz NG
35 John Pyles RB 99 PJ. Svigel OLB
36 Dustin Leber DE
37 Dylan Wears LB
38 Miles Crawley OLB y
39 Joe Lafelice LB /
40 Ben Zirzow LB .' /■
41 Dakota Schwan LB
42 Nick Toledo LB
43 Jordan Goble WR
44 Dalton Jarvis FB
45 Kyle Blust DE
46 Aaron Myers DE
47 Zac Hamilton OLB
49 Marquise Boykin LB
50 Case Troyer OL
51 Evan Bergenstein DE
54 Steven Masters OLB
55 Jacob Schafer C
56 Zack Davis OLB
59 Justin Henry OT
60 Jobie McCoy OL




WR 86 - Logan Stepp
WR 9 - Travis Laird
WR 15 — Ryan Tombs
RT 50 - Case Troyer
RG 70 - Ryan Mickle
OC 66 - Grant Noppenberger
LG 64 - Jared Withers
LT 75 - Justin Christoff
TE 84 — Bryson Wray
QB 4 — Brick Davis
RB 6 — Drew Ervin
FB 37 - Dylan Wears
Defense
DE 45 - Kyle Blust
NG 68 - Tyler Green
DE 51 — Evan Bergenstein
OLB 12- Will Brett
ILB 3 — Austin Jones
ILB 23 - Preston Pearson
OLB 47 - Zac Hamilton
CB 5 - Ty Compton
FS 11 — Ryan Moore
SS 21 — Josh Bichsel
CB 28 - Jordan Shell
Kickers
P 24 - Jordan Keaton
PK 25 - Alana Gaither
KO 30 - Anthony Wene
Snaps/ Returns
Snaps 55 - Jacob Schafer 
Holder 16- Thomas Linder 
KR 20 - Tyler Hammond 
35 - John Pyles 
PR I - Cole Benner 
























































^ Otterbein University Alphabetical Roster
YR. POS. HT. WT. HOMETOWN
So. OLB 6-2 183 Upper Sandusky
Sr. DE 6-0 230 Yellow Springs
Sr. WR 5-11 165 Heath
Sr. DE 6-0 230 Gahanna
Jr. DB 5-8 170 New Philadelphia
Fr. DE 5-9 210 Mansfield
Sr. DB 6-2 210 Dublin
Jr. LB 5-11 220 Chicago, Ill.
So. WR 6-0 180 Lewis Center
So. OLB 5-11 185 Lewis Center
Fr. W 6-2 185 Cincinnati
Jr. OL 6-3 250 Bowling Green
So. DL 6-3 215 Pataskala
Jr. CB 5-9 172 Grove City
Sr. DB 5-10 165 Granville
So. OL 6-2 290 Johnstown
Jr. OLB 5-11 215 Cincinnati
Sr. QB 6-3 205 Chillicothe
Fr. OLB 6-0 197 Mansfield
Fr. OL 6-5 270 Glenford
Jr. RB 6-0 235 Jackson
So. DB 5-11 150 Carlisle
Sr. K 6-0 155 Chillicothe
Sr. K 5-5 128 Akron
So. WR 5-10 150 Greenfield
Jr. QB 6-1 205 Delaware
Sr. N 6-0 295 Sugar Grove
Sr. OLB 6-1 205 Monroe Falls
Sr. OLB 5-9 185 Richwood
Sr. RB 5-7 168 Pickerington
So. OT 6-3 260 Ontario
Fr. OL 6-2 240 Columbus
So. RB 5-11 207 Chillicothe
Fr. OL 6-0 375 Howard
So. FB 6-0 220 Bellevue
So. LB 5-9 210 Dresden
Sr. DB/P 5-8 160 Grove City
Fr. NG 6-5 315 Dayton
Fr. OL 6-3 300 Loveland
So. LB 6-1 210 Mentor
Sr. WR 5-10 180 Magnetic Springs
Jr. DE 6-3 220 Norwalk
5th QB 6-4 205 Tallmadge
Jr. DB 5-10 165 Westeville
So. QB 6-0 188 Powell
Jr. WR 5-6 160 Grove City
Fr. OL 5-9 285 Monroe
Jr. DB 6-0 180 Cardington
Fr. OLB 5-9 185 Alliance
So. OL 5-10 307 Westerville
Fr. OL 5-9 239 Huron
Jr. DE 5-10 218 Cardington
Jr. TE 6-2 205 Gabon
Jake McCreary Fr. OL 6-4 260 Cable
Dustin McFadden Jr. DB 5-8 160 New Holland
Chris Michael So. WR -9 180 Dresden
Ryan Mickle Jr. OL 6-0 285 Frankfort
Ryan Moore Sr. DB 5-8 185 Grove City
Kyler Mootz Fr. NG 5-8 255 Chillicothe
Aaron Myers Jr. DE 5-10 220 Beliefontaine
Grant Noppenberger JR. OL 6-1 271 Dublin
Preston Pearson Sr. LB 5-10 200 Columbus
John Pyles Jr. RB 5-7 190 Grove City
Zachery Rodriquez So. NG 6-0 260 St. Thomas
Cody Royster Fr. WR 6-1 180 Berea
Jacob Schafer Fr. C 5-11 280 Dublin
Dakota Schwan Sr. LB 5-10 230 Monroeville
Alex Scotton Fr. DE 5-10 245 Independence
Jordan Shell Jr. DB 5-10 165 Crestline
Dakota Smith Fr. DB 6-0 190 Portsmouth
David Shupp So. OL 6-0 295 Painesville
Kyle Stroschen Fr. OL 6-2 258 Hamilton
Jake Stewart Sr. QB 6-2 190 Covington
P.J. Svigel So. OLB 6-0 205 Wiloughby
Chuck Thacker Sr. DE 5-10 245 Whitehall
Ryan Thombs Sr. WR 6-1 225 Gainesville
Aaron Thompson Jr. WR 5-11 170 Marion
Trent Tobias So. WR 5-10 180 Covington
Nick Toledo So. LB 5-10 215 Canal Winchester
Case Troyer Fr. OL 6-3 275 Lewis Center
Cory Usher Sr. WR 5-11 175 Mantua
Johnathan Vincent Jr. DE 6-2 205 Lakewood
Dylan Wears Fr. LB 5-9 215 Howard
Anthony Wene So. DB 5-10 170 Lebanon
Zach Wilson So. OL 6-2 240 Newark, De.
Jared Withers So. OL 6-2 250 Canton
Bryson Wray So. TE 6-3 226 Powell
Michael Zaky So. OL 6-0 300 Blacklick
Skylar Zeller So. WR 6-1 152 Circleville
Ben Zirzow Jr. LB 5-9 200 Lucas
COACHING STAFF:
Head Coach: Tim Doup (Third-Year)
Coaching Staff: Allan Moore (defensive Coordinator/ Lineback­
ers), Dan Damico (Offensive Coordinator/ Quarterbacks), Pete 
Davila (Defensive Backs), David Smith (Running Backs), Joshua 
Price (Quality Control), John Staten (Defensive Line), Greg 
Cady (Tight Ends), Todd Murgatroyd (Offensive Line), Anthony 
Korpieski (Defensive Backs), Aaron Kingcade (Wide Receivers^ 







2014 Baldwin Wallace University 6-Game Statistics BWaVLIWIN
v(alla(,;e
Team Statistics
BW STATISTICAL CATEGORY OPR
205 TOTAL POINTS 159
122 TOTAL HRST DOWNS 112
244-1142 RUSHING; Attempts-Yards 211-921
190.3 NET RUSHING PER GAME 153.5
139-84-6 PASSING: Att.-Comp.-Int. 184-101-4
60.4 Passing Percentage 54.9
1044 NET YARDS PASSING 1235
174.0 PASSING YDS. PER GAME 205.8
383 TOTAL OFFENSE; Plays 395
2186 TOTAL YARDS GAINED 2156
364.3 TOTAL OFFENSE PER GAME 359.3
23-19.5 KICKOFF RETURNS; No.-Avg. 31-20.0
17-16.2 PUNT RETURNS; No.-Avg. 8-9.2
8 TOTALTURNOVERS 12
5/2 Fumbles/Lost 14/8
4-26 INTERCEPTIONS: No.-Yards 6-29
39-359 PENALTIES-YARDS 37-346
29-33.2 PUNTS: No.-Avg. 32-33.3
Name GP Att.
Rushing
Gain Loss Net Avg. TD Long
Isaac Reed III 6 101 535 6 529 5.2 3 49
Tyler Moeglin 6 69 429 76 353 5.1 4 48
Jarrod Smith 3 31 144 9 135 4.4 2 20
Austin Smith 4 16 85 2 83 5.2 0 25
Name GP
Passing
Comp. Att. Int. Pet. Yards TD Long
Tyler Moeglin 6 78 132 6 59.1 918 10 37
Robbie Plagens 4 5 6 0 83.3 92 1 41
Receiving
Name GP No. Yards Avg. TD Long Avg./G
Kyle Dunne 6 27 382 14.1 6 34 63.7
Michael Slack 6 15 179 11.9 2 37 29.8
Joe Kijauskas 6 11 137 12.5 2 41 22.8
Mike Waggoner 5 9 117 13.0 0 21 23.4
Isaac Reed III 6 9 80 8.9 1 20 13.3
Scoring
Name GP TDR TDP TDRt PAT FG Saf. Pts.
Kyle Dunne 6 0 6 1 0 0 0 42
Joe Simonis 6 0 0 0 27 4 0 39
Isaac Reed III 6 3 1 0 0 0 0 24
Kicking
Name GP FGM EGA Pet. Long
Joe Simonis 6 4 4 100.0 24
Punting
Name GP No. Yards Avg. Long TB FC 120
Joe Simonis 6 14 491 35.1 49 0 1 6
Punt Returns
Name GP No. Yards Avg. TD Long
Kyle Dunne 6 12 203 16.9 1 40
Kendall Bonnett 6 3 18 6 0 7
iNTERCKm ION RETURNS
Name GP No. Yards Avg. TD Long
Theodore Washington 6 2 0 0 0 0
Kevin Krakora 6 1 0 0 0 0
Kickoff Returns
Name GP No. Yards Avg. TD Long
Trevor George 6 4 98 24.5 0 39
Jarrod Smith 3 4 112 28 0 39
^ 2014 Otterbein University 6-Game Statistics
Team Statistics Receiving
OU STATISTICAL CATEGORY OPP. Name GP No. Yards Avg. TD Long Avg./G
193 TOTAL POINTS 150 Ryan Thombs 5 17 304 17.9 2 67 60.8
124 TOTAL FIRST DOWNS 131 Logan Stepp 4 16 208 13 1 80 52
236-1257 RUSHING: Attempts-Yards 283-1129 Travis Laird 6 15 176 11.7 1 45 29.3
209.5 NET RUSHING PER GAME 188.2
182-104-4 PASSING: Att.-Comp.-Int. 160-97-7 Scoring
.571 Passing Percentage .606 Name GP TDR TDP TDRt PAT FG Saf. Pts.
1259 NET YARDS PASSING 1143 Drew Ervin 6 6 1 0 0 0 0 42
209.8 PASSING YDS. PER GAME 190.5 Alana Gaither 6 0 0 0 22 5 0 37
418 TOTAL OFFENSE: Plays 443 R. Hutchinson 6 5 0 0 0 0 0 30
2516 TOTAL YARDS GAINED 2272
419.3 TOTAL OFFENSE PER GAME 378.7 Kicking
22-22.6 KICKOFF RETURNS: No.-Avg. 30-23.2 Name GP FGM FGA Pet. Long
7-4.0 PUNT RETURNS: No.-Avg. 11-.4 Alana Gaither 6 5 5 100 26
13 TOTALTURNOVERS 10
9/6 Fumbles/Lost 9/6 Punting
7-166 INTERCEPTIONS: No.-Yards 4-12 Name GP No. Yards Avg. Long TB FC 120
45-375 PENALTIES-YARDS 34-346 Jordan Keaton 6 26 887 34.1 49 1 6 7
26-34.1 PUNTS; No.-Avg. 29-34.5
Punt Returns
Rushing Name GP No. Yards Avg. TD Long
Name GP Att. Gain Loss Net Avg. TD Long Cole Benner 6 5 30 6.0 0 18
R. Hutchinson 6 63 634 8 626 9.9 5 82
Drew Ervin 6 71 318 18 300 4.2 6 32 Interception Returns
Tyler Hammond 6 17 125 4 121 7.1 0 37 Name GP No. Yards Avg. TD Long
Joe Pyles 6 28 126 9 117 4.2 2 36 Ryan Moore 6 2 19 9.5 0 19
Brick Davis 6 45 162 81 81 1.8 4 16 Jordan Bonifas 6 1 86 86.0 0 86
Jordan Keaton 6 1 54 54.0 0 54
Passing
Name GP Comp. Att. Int. Pet. Yards TD Long Kickoff Returns
Brick Davis 6 103 178 4 57.9 1257 7 80 Name GP No. Yards Avg. TD Long
Kevan Green 3 1 3 0 33.3 2 0 2 Tyler Hammond 6 18 435 24.2 0 49
lie




/ Mount Union 5
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THIS WEEK'S GAMES: 
Saturday. October 25: 
OTTERBEIN at BW, 1:30 p.m. 
Wilmington at Mount Union, 1:30 p.m. 
Capital at John Carroll, 1:30 p.m. 
Muskingum at ONU, 1:30 p.m. 
Marietta at Heidelberg, 1:30 p.m.
Scores from Oct. 18 
BW - 56, Wilmington --17 
OTTERBEIN - 32, Muskingum - 20
John Carroll - 80, Marietta - 0 
Mount Union - 58, Heidelberg —17 
Ohio Northern - 38, Caital — 31
NEXT WEEK'S GAMES 
Saturday. Nov. 1 
ONU at Marietta, 1:00 p.m. 
Heidelberg at Wilmington, 1:30 p.m.
JCU at Muskingum, 1:30 p.m. 
Mount Union at Otterbein, 1:30 p.m. 
BW at Capital, 2:00 p.m.
Football Managers
Front Row (Left to Right): John Allen, Martell Prayear and Aaron Selmek.
Back Row (Left to Right): Janaya Feaster, Emily Nagle, Mackenzie Brua, Director of Athletic Facilities and Equipment Chad Ritchie. 





Call for great BW student deals 
Order on-line at www.dominos.com 
We accept the Jacket Express Card
Open Late: Sunday-Thursday
10:30 a.m. - Midnight 
Friday - Saturday 







^ j Cleveland Clinic
Every life deserves world class care.
14c
The Yellow Jacket Marching Band
Row 1 (Left to right): Megan Luedtke, Molly McEntee, Colleen Archer, All Smith, Melanie Stiltner, Arielle Verbofsky, Michaela Sells, Caitlin Shoemaker, Margaret Loughlin 
Row 2: Courtney Hull, Margaret Currie, Collette Goodson, Faith Nordine, Mandy Illig, Savanah Craig, Rebekkah Whelan, Meredith Gastel, Rachel Klimczuk, Shelby Black, Raquel 
Milligan, Ali Ledel, Lauren Wojtowicz, Madeline Miley, Katie Heffner, Stephanie Griffiths
Row 3: Nick Beougher, Emily Konik, Kathy Grant, Petrina D’Angelo, Clare Panek, Abbey Bucher, Brandon Basher, Katelyn Holt, Jada Stewart, Samantha Smith, Sydney Warren, 
Laura Wolfe, Kelly Tomko, Zihir Terrence-Smith, David Salamon, Shannon Kee, Jane Hudson, Nick Giralico
Row 4: Emelia Tolson, Tyler Collins, Brianna Kingston, Stephanie Fusco, Brendon Phillips, Drew Boxler, Tristan Baird, Jacob Evans, Jacob Burk, Kyle Shockey, Ava Olin, Katie 
Zackery, Emilie Molkentin, Russell Kurak, Anna Dodig, Daniel Gluvna, Vance Gates, Paul Peters, Krista Weidner, Robert Loechler
Row 5: Kaitlyn Blake, Justin Frankeny, Colin Birk, Aaron Powley, Rudy Kuntz, Dylan Ash, Cameron Cordes, Jeffrey Bregar, Kassandra Walter, Mandi Durma, Michelle Koklauner, 
Wellslee Oliveras, Chistine Lyzen, Andrew Quandt, Zach Icardi, Jake Fumic, Josigji Jazwa
Row 6; Jeff Taylor, John Parsons, Abigail Johnson, Gabriella Ott, Kim Deanovic, Dave McKinney, Randy Border, Darryl Mika, Emily Ahem, Amanda Frazier, Emily Smith, Amanda 
Griffiths, Domenique DeMaria 
Not Pictured: Ashley King
Songs of the 
Brown and Gold
Why the Yellow 
Jacket?
The first mention of 
the Yellow Jacket was in 
1927 when a newspaper 
account referred to the 
football team as the 
"Yellow Jackets." This 
was probably a reference to their 
uniforms which were "Brown and 
Gold." In the spring of 1930, the baseball 
team was called the Baldwin Wallace 
Yellow Jackets in the yearbook, The 
Grindstone, and in the fall of 1930, 
the football team was called the Yellow 
Jackets in the yearbook writeup. Since 
that time, the Yellow Jacket has been 
the accepted mascot.
No official documentation has been 
found regarding the origin of the "nick­
name," but at one time it was said that 
B W's coach Ray Watts remarked during 
an exciting football game in the early 
1930s that his team was "swarming 
like a bunch of Yellow Jackets." This 
story has been repeated many times 
over the years.
The BW Fight song: 
"Fight, Baldwin Wallace"
Fight, Baldwin Wallace 
Fight, Baldwin Wallace 
Fight and win this game 
We 're cheer in 'for you.
There's glory for you.
You're on the road to fame.
And in the battle.
We'll prove our mettle.
We're loyal, square and brave.
Vict'ry will crown our might,
And in the breeze tonight,
Our Brown and Gold will wave!
- Kathryn Olderman Kuelman '28
Alma
Mater
Baldwin Wallace, had thy name,
Praise to thee we bring,
Where e'er we go throughout the land 
Our loyalty we'll sing;
Thy wisdom and thy friendship true 
Will inspiration be,
Forever, Baldwin Wallace,
We pledge our hearts to thee.








& Our Baldwin- Wallace Alumni...
Dennis Neate ‘93
Jake Pease ‘98 Jason Stevenson, MBA, 06
INSURANCE COMPANIES





The Right Choice Before or 
After the Game.
BBQ Ribs, Chicken, Fresh Seafood, 
Steaks, Buffalo Wings, Burgers, 
Unique Sandwiches, Salads, Soups, 
Appetizers & More! 
Incredible Daily
Homemade Soups & Entree Specials 










Set up your next trip or charter today. Every 
bus is 2013 or newer!!!
0 \. ^ 6- ^
888-378-3823 I Baronsbus.com
12800 Brookpark Rd, Cleveland, OH 44130 




18312 Baglcy Road 
Hiddleburg Heights. Ohio 44130 
440-826-9900
Hours
Monday-Thursday 4 p.rr.-lO 30 p.m 
Friday 3 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
Saturday 1 p.m.-ll 30 p.m.
Sunday 12 p.m.-9 p.m.





7068 Columbia Road 







FOR AU YOUR SERVICE HEEDS!
GET 10% OFF




137 Front Street 
Berea, Ohio 44017 
(440) 234-4990
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Relentless Commitment | Quality | Customer Service
OLYMPIC
2200 Carnegie Ave. 
Cleveland, OH 44115 
www.olyforest.com
• Pallets and Pallet Management Services
• Unit Load Design Experts
• Local Roots and National Coverage
• Olympic Serves Single and Multi-plant 
Operations in Diverse Industries
37
CubeSmart
self storage + logistics








6801 Engle Road 
Middleburg Heights, OH 
(440)234-8900
15910 Pearl Road 
Strongsville, OH 
(440)572-0173
(providing Superior Pravef Experiences since 1937
Charter Coach Services • Individuals Tours • Group Travel
1-800-345-3435 • www.GoAnderson.com
C. S. Johns Jewelers
New Location
370 West Bagley Rd. (440) 234-666I
Jewelry Repair ^ Watch Repair 
Engraving Appraisals
Diamonds - - Gemstones
we buy old U.S. coins
MraoRRarni.
1390 West Bagley Rd. 
Berea, OH 44017
(440)234-7200
For All Your Equipment 
and Party Need Rentals!
“Thank-you to the faculty 
and staff for your continued 
efforts in developing 
quality students.”
GOOD LUCK YELLOW JACKETS!!!
Holiday Inn
Express
Holiday Inn Express Cleveland Airport 
16330 Snow Rd. Brook Park, Ohio 44142 
www.hiexpress.com/cleveland-arpt
216-433-0004
• Conveniently located one mile from the Cleveland Airport, 
four miles from the IX Center, and close proximity to Baldwin 
Wallace University.
• Complimentary Shuttle to and from the Airport, Rental Car, 
and the IX Center.
• Free high-speed Internet access, a fitness center, a business 
center and a relaxing, indoor pool.
• Complimentary, hot and cold breakfast.
__________________________________ J
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A better way to pay for college.
,T; Credit Union
TT StudentChoice
• Flexible repayment options— 
including full in-school 
deferment
• Competitive interest rates
• Easy online application
Whether you're a student or parent, The Ohio 
ucational Credit Union Student Choice private 
ent loan solution can help you fill funding 
^ps ederal aid can leave behind.
Ur private student loan solution is structured as a 
e of credit, allowing students to make multiple 
aws over the course of their entire undergraduate 
areer after completing one application.*
We can also help you consolidate your private 
student loans into one convenient payment, 
potentially saving you thousands of dollars in 
interest.
When choosing a lender, be sure to compare fees, 
terms and repayment options—not just rates.
We look forward to helping you achieve a higher 
education, without a higher price tag.
For more information about Credit Union Student Choice, and to apply, visit 
^^•ohecu.studentchoice.org or call our 24/7 Student Lending Center at 877-289-1199.
Serving our membership of Ohio's educators, alumni, students and businesses for over 75 years.
©2014OHecu
Ask us about your debt consolidation options.
THIS INSTITUTION IS NOT FEDERALLY INSURED.
MEMBERS'ACCOUNTS ARE NOT INSURED OR GUARANTEED BY_ 
ANY GOVERNMENT OR GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED AGENCY
•Subject to credit qualifications and annual credit review. Students must also meet the school's Satisfactory Academic Progress (SAP) requirements.
We do business in accordance with 
Federal Fair Housing Law and 
lTnoer the Equal Credit Opportunity Act
A Your deposits are insured
to $250,000 per account.
.3-
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Berea Metals & Recycling Co.




Buying Aluminum, Copper, Brass, 
Stainless & Alloys, Old Machinery.
Also Specializes in Clean Outs, 
Liquidation and Demo.
Good Luck Yellow Jackets
41
Zito Insurance Agency, Inc.
1 ->.!« o Office
440-205-7400
wvvw.2itoinsurance.com
AgencyCommerciai, Home, Auto, Life & Heaith
J°^^Yeaow Tcu-lctu
good luck yellow jackets














287 Depot Street • RO. Box 161 
Berea, Ohio 44017
COME VISIT US AT: 7 West Grand St In Berea, or Call Us @
(440) 234-6804
HOURS
SUN : 9am - 10pm
MON - WED : Sam - 11pm 











16677 Southpark Center • 440.846.6262
WESTLAKE
23575 Detroit Road • 440.356.2276
bucadibeppo.com D □ @ ‘V
DINE IN, BUCA TO GO OR DELIVERY*
‘$100 minimum purchase required for Delivery plus a $25 Delivery Fee.
% OFF anypuithase
No minumum purchase required, except for Delivery. Not valid with any other offers, discounts or promotional meal 
deals. One coupon per visit, per table/check. Unauthorized internet distribution, replication or resale is strictly prohibited. 
Excludes banquet and group menus, tax, alcohol, gratuity, merchandise, delivery fee and purchase of gift cards. Valid at 
Buca di Beppo* Strongsville and Westlake only. Valid for Dine In, Buca To Go and Delivery.* Expires 11/23/14. 14837-5680-6040
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COFFEE AND A WHOLE LOT 
MORE
SERVICE IS OUR SPECIALTY
Vegetarian & Vegan Dishes Available
Soups, Salads & 
Sandwiches handcrafted to your 
specifications
Served on homemade breads
6 different coffees to choose from every day!
Open 7 days a week @ our Cleveland location
2230 Euclid Ave • 216-771-8700
next to Trinity Cathedral across from Cleveland State
Berea Hours: Mon-Thurs 6;30am-11:00pm • Fri 6:30am-12:00am 
Sat 7:00am-12:00am • Sun 8:00am-10:00pm
38 West Bridge Street • 440-260-0286
lo^d in the Berea Parkway Shops near Baldwin Wallace
Barber Cuts 
to Modern Styles




42 West Bridge St.
Next to Ciant ^gie
440-234-5106
Bnum















Provider of Accident Management,




















www.aiconstruction.com ii80 berea industrial parkway berea, ohio 44017
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associates, INC.
COMPREHENSIVE INSURANCE & FINANCIAL SPECIALISTS
- ^/iVcE
Specializing in providing sound insurance coverage and service to 
both businesses and individuals.
440-461-1101
23825 Commerce Park 
Suite A
Beachwood, OH 44122
GO YELLOW JACKETS - from your fellow BW graduates:
Ned Hyland - ‘76 
Randy Cumley - ‘90 
Wayne Bilinovic - ‘90 
Curt Brown - ‘90
Gary Ochi-‘91
Todd Associates wishes all the best this season to Coach John




Quality New Lawn & Garden 
Power Equipment
Stocking over 25,000 replacement parts 
Professional factory certified technicians
(440) 235-4317
25438 Sprague Road 
Olmsted Falls, Ohio 44138 
www.tsmower.com
Supplying the Yellow Jackets 
with quality power 
equipment since 1979"
Comfort, Quality & Safety
■111mi ■




Deluxe 56-passenger coaches 
traveling within the USA & 
Canada
• Charters
• Club / Group Tours
• Individual Tours
• Daily Regular Route Service
• Licensed & Insured
Coaches arc equipped with:
• Climate control
• On-board restrooms
• Individual reclining seats
• DVDs with 4+ monitors
• Larger windows for 
panoramic views
• Wheelchair access available
STROMGSVILLE
8465 Pearl Rd. 
440-243-WING (9464) 
1-71 &Rt. 42 (Pearl Rd.)
Show nsyour ticket stub
■ 216-267-8810 • 800-638-6338 ■
I www.lakefrontlines.com ■
Your Full Service Dry Cleaners 
Serving Community for almost 
than 60 years.





232 Front Street, Berea
Go Yellow Jackets!
8 out of 10 Ohio Athletic
Conference Schools have Pepsi 
products on their campus
Good Luck 
Yellow Jackets
Or visit us on the 
lower level of 
Strosacker Hall for 
all of your Baldwin 
Wallace gift and 
apparel needs.
440-826-2345
^Discount does not apply 
to certain merchandise.
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7 days a week
841 W. Bagley Rd. Berea, OH 44017 








$4.99 Burger & Fries* 
Bratwurst Sub w/Kraut $3.99
Tuesday
$5.99 Wings*
Chicken Paprikash $7.99 
8 oz. Sirloin Steak $5.99*
Wednesday
$5.99 Wings*
Pot Roast $7.99 
10” Cheese Pizza $5.00 
14” Cheese Pizza $7.00
Thursday
75C Tacos*
1/2 Slab BBQ Ribs $7.99* 
10” Taco Pizza $8.99 
14” Taco Pizza $11.99
Friday
Friday Lunch Specials
1 lam - 4pm, served with 
cole slaw, roll 8c butter.
Fish Fry (2 pieces) $5.99 
Pierogies (2) $5.99 
Fish & Pierogie (1 ea) $5.99 
4oz. Glazed Salmon $6.99
* With purchase of 
beverage, dine-in only.
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Available all day & night 
on specified days
_______ _____________________ _______
Union DepotI Upscale Pub Farecasual atmosphere
Located across from the Browns Training Fcicility 
and 3 blocks from Baldwin Wallace Stadium.






Steak and Seafood, Salads, 
Burgers, Chicken, Sandwiches, 
Wraps, Pizza and Appetizers, 






Enjoy your dining experience in an 1876 
historical train depot with 3 separate dining 
areas and 2 bar areas that seat 100 
plus the best patio in bereal
(440) 243-6169
30 Depot Street • Berea, OH 44017 
www.bereadepot.com
BW's Seasonal Series Records 
Against Its 2014 Opponents
Total Overall Overall The Series
Games Won-Loss Winning Series Winning Who Won
Opponent Played Record Percentage Began Streak The Last Meeting
Bluffton 4 4-0-0 1.000 1933 BW-4 2013, BW won, 52-21
Ohio Northern • 39 27-11-1 .705 1923 BW-3 2013, BW won, 38-17
John Carroll • 53 25-24-4 .509 1923 JCU-1 2013, JCU won, 27-7
Cuyahoga Gold Bowl 25 13-12-0 .520 1989 JCU-1
Muskingum • 57 42-13-2 .754 1917 BW-8 2013, BW won, 23-13
Marietta • 36 31-5-0 .861 1974 BW-7 2013, BW won, 31-7
Wilmington • 15 12-3-0 .800 1922 BW-5 2013, BW won, 54-7
Otterbein • 45 35-9-1 .788 1925 OU-2 2013, OU won, 19-7
Capital • 45 34-11-0 .755 1928 BW-2 2013, BW won, 28-12
Mount Union • 52 21-30-1 .413 1896 MTU-19 2013, UMU won, 30-7
Heidelberg • 67 46-21-0 .687 1897 HU-2 2013, HU won, 42-14
Totals 403 270-124-9 .681
• denotes Ohio Athletic Conference opponent
Yellow Jacket All-Time Records by Opponent
Total Won-Lost Winning Series When And Who Won The
Opponent Games Played Tied Pet Began Last Meeting
Adrian (Mich.) 4 3-1-0 .750 1924 2001, BW won, 45-7
University of Akron 44 21-20-3 .511 1898 1969, Univ. of Akron won, 59-19
Allegheny (Pa.) 4 4-0-0 1.000 2002 2005, BW Won, 23-17
Antioch 2 2-0-0 1.000 1922 1923, BW won, 28-4
Ashland 21 16-4-1 .786 1921 1989, Ashland Univ. won, 14-6
Augustana (Ill.) 3 2-1-0 .667 1982 2007, BW Won, 24-8
BLUFFTON 4 4-0-0 1.000 1933 2013, BW WON, 52-21
Bowling Green 21 10-8-3 .548 1923 1957, Bowling Green won, 60-7
Bucknell (Pa.) 1 1-0-0 1.000 1970 1970, BW won, 29-21
University at Buffalo 6 4-2-0 .667 1935 1983, Buffalo won, 29-28
Canisius (N.Y.) 1 1-0-0 1.000 1981 1981, BW won, 41-3
CAPITAL 45 34-11-0 .755 1928 2013, BW WON, 28-12
Camegie-Mellon (Pa.) 1 1-0-0 1.000 1978 1978, BW won, 31-6
Case Western Reserve 41 22-14-5 .598 1896 1953, BW won, 47-0
Central State 2 2-0-0 1.000 1967 1969, BW won, 49-12
Central State Teachers College 1 1-0-0 1.000 1936 1936, BW won, 65-2
University of Cincinnati 2 0-2-0 .000 1921 1945, Univ. of Cincinnati, 39-0
University of Connecticut 1 1-0-0 1.000 1969 1969, BW won, 43-33
Davis & Elkins (W.Va.) 1 1-0-0 1.000 1941 1941, BW won, 44-13
University of Dayton 8 2-6-0 .250 1921 1991, Univ. of Dayton won, 27-10
Defiance 2 2-0-0 1.000 1918 1920, BW won, 60-0
University of Deleware 2 1-1-0 .500 1895 1973, Univ. of Delaware won, 56-18
Denison 8 4-4-0 .500 1944 1979, Denison won, 24-23
Eastern Michigan 7 4-3-0 .571 1955 1967, Eastern Michigan won, 15-13
Edinboro (Pa.) 4 2-1-1 .625 1965 1975, BW won, 35-14
Evansville (Ind.) 2 2-0-0 1.000 1972 1973, BW won, 21-14
Ferris State (Mich.) 3 3-0-0 1.000 1970 1972, BW won, 46-14
Findlay 7 6-1-0 .857 1935 1969, BW won, 52-6
Franklin (Ind.) 2 0-2-0 .000 2008 2009, Franklin won, 38-31
Geneva (Pa.) 4 3-1-0 .750 1955 1963, BW won, 32-6
Grand Rapids (Mich.) 1 1-0-0 1.000 1939 1939, BW won, 63-0
HEIDELBERG 67 46-21-0 .687 1897 2013, HU WON, 42-14
Hillsdale (Mich.) 6 5-1-0 .833 1922 1971, BW won, 31-0
Hiram 35 27-8-0 .771 1907 1999, BW won, 36-21
Hofstra (N.Y.) 2 2-0-0 1.000 1970 1971, BW won, 33-8
JOHN CARROLL 53 25-24-4 .509 1923 2013, JCU WON, 27-7
Kent State 22 13-9-0 .591 1922 1961, BW won, 14-6
University of Kentucky 1 0-1-0 .000 1940 1940, Univ. of Kentucky won, 59-7
Kenyon 10 7-3-0 .700 1917 1981, BW won, 27-0
Lehigh (Pa.) 2 1-1-0 .500 1976 1977, BW won, 28-16
Louisville (K.Y.) 1 1-0-0 1.000 1936 1936, BW won, 67-0
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1997, BW won, 30-13
1943, Miami of Ohio won, 40-0 
1994, BW won, 52-23
1956, BW won, 20-0 
2013, MTU WON, 30-7 
2013, BW WON, 23-13
1957, Tied, 26-26 
1969, B-W won, 48-0 
2013, BW WON, 38-17 
1979, BW won, 52-8
1946, Ohio University won, zi- 
1948, Oklahoma City won, 49-2 
2013, OU WON, 19-7
1955, BW won, 20-13 
1945, Univ. of Rochester won, 
1989, St. Joseph's won, 33-20
1978, BW won, 71-7
1958, BW won, 24-8 
1973, BW won, 47-6 
1954, BW won, 39-29
1938, Springfield won, 9-6
1936, BW won, 19-7
1924,Thiel won, 7-0
1959, Univ. of Toledo won, 20-2^
1964, BW won, 55-7 
1950, BW won, 49-7
1967, BW won, 39-8 
1987, BW won, 37-16
1959, BW won, 42-0
1936’BW won, 66-20
1958, West Chester State won,
1960, Tied, 28-28
1947, BW won, 13-6
1981, Westminster won, 17-tt^
1979, Widener won, 29-8
2013^ BW WON, 54-7
1968, BW won, 48-8 
1972, BW won, 49-0 
1996, U-WW Won, 55-13 
1999, WU won, 26-21 
2011,BW on, 23-0
1943, BW won, 53-6 
1968, BW won, 26-6
^ ^    1961, B
n"? Successful In Football 
ts Most Intense Rivals
football program has a .................
1895, BW won, 48-0 
1953, Camp Lejuene won, 
1898, BW won, 16-6 
1922, BW won, 36-6 
1942, BW won, 34-0 
1898, BW won, 4-0 
1895, BW won, 24-0 
, W won, 18-7
32-6
... The Baldwin Wallace U ' O
'"“‘Vompetf ?acK d‘ " rich tra-
have had 46 in all NCAA ^
senes record against 49 years BW I * ""d
game versus Bfuffton i of its oppoLnts. Thi
‘ime”T-0 r l'
WittenberA^'*^""'" “t WhitewM^ n:' (P"-) the
HI national champion Mount Union, cross-town rival Job 
well as versus Capital, Heidelberg, Marietta, Muskingum, Oh 
Otterbein and Wilmington.
Historically, B W has played Heidelberg the most times 
Yellow Jackets lead the all-time series with The 'Berg, 46-21 
rob is its second biggest foe in terms of games played with ^ 
25 injhe series billed as the Annual Battle for the Cuyahoga 
r'””''-— pQg University of Akr^^
m tne senes billed as the /
rophy, and NCAA Division i-a roe me um ciai^ -— ^ 
the list at 44 rw leads the series versus JCU, 2.
:ries, 13-12. BW also leads the 
--------Case
games. BW . 
t e Gold Bowl Trophy seri u-iz dw m u
kron, 21-20-3. The combination of games against 
Reserve and its current name of Case Western Reserve Un 
/dtt .L Yellow Jackets most popular foe at 76 meel 
^ols have not met since 1953. The first footba
ve a
Conference^sl^rH annuaTcb College of Wooster. ll t t
schedule, including games , “f‘he Ohio Athletic * "' e I






















































































All-Ohio Athletic Conference Players
Paul Petrella (DT) Stacy Brant (DT) 1999
Greg Rufus (LB) Phil Trupo (DE) Joe Dobies (DT)
Gary Stelter (DB) JeffWelcsh (OLB) Scott Barwidi (OLB)
1978 Kert Boedicker (DT) 2000
Roger Andrachik (FB) Mike Diederich (DB) Joe Dobies (DT)
Bill Davis (DE) 1986 Todd Bacik (ILB)
Jeff Jenkins (OT) Mike Carney (WR) Matt Caine (OLB)
Gary Monda (LB) Craig Mears (HB) 2001
Paul Petrella (DT) JeffWelcsh (OLB) Dave Schierbaum (OLB)
Bill Rickert (OLB) Chris Riemenschneider (OT) 2002
Doug Schiefer (P) Todd Sprunger (ILB) Dave LaBahn (WR)
Gary Stelter (DB) Jerry Sponseller (S) Mark Anders (RB)
Joe Surniak (QB) Shawn Gorman (P) Rob Wittensolder (DG)
1979 1987 Greg Koch (S)
Fred Buchanan (DE) Tom Sokolowski (TE) 2003
Mark Cassesse (DB) Lome Conyers (RB) Dan Larlham (QB)
Dan Craine (WR) Dirk Riemenschneider (OT) Nate Wilder (TE)
Dan Delfino (DE) Jerry Sponseller (S) Mark Anders (RB)
Mike Hoon (LB) Shawn Gorman (P) Ian Formaz (OG)
Mike Kelly (OG) Wade Massad (PK) Nate Mitchell (DE)
Tom Kelsey (QB) Greg Profancik (ILB) Greg Koch (S)
Doug Schiefer (P) 1988 Rob Becker (P)
Chris Zito (DT) Erik Young (QB) 2004
1980 Doug Schreck (FB) Kevin Soflkiancs (P)
Brett Albright (QB) Scott Wilson (OC) Justin Princehom (OLB)
Dan Delfino (DE) Kirk Davis (OG) Justin Andes (DB)
Mike Graven (DB) Doug Haubert (DE) Brandon Hedges (RB)
Paul Guhde (OT) Phil Medvetz (OLB) 2005
John Host (LB) Matt Kubinski (ILB) Ryan Lewis (DE)
Chuck Krajacic (OB) 1989 Joe George (MLB)
Jim Mackie (OLB) Doug Haubert (DE) Kevin Soflkiancs (P)
Dave Nofzinger (LB) Phil Medvetz (OLB) 2006
Bill Ochalek (OC) Dan Andrews (RB) Brandon Hedges (RB)
Joe Portale (FB) Chuck Geiss (Returns) Kevin Soflkiancs (P)
Larry Rosati (DT) 1990 2007
Doug Schiefer (P) Chuck Geiss (RB) Luke Chronister (LB)
Dave Ward (WR) Mike Rodak (DT) Kevin Soflkiancs (P)
1981 Colin Johnson (OLB) 2008
Keith Boedicker (DT) Mike Laubacher (DB) Matt Lepley (WR)
Lance Currens (WR) 1991 2010
Mike Graven (DB) JeffStetler (OT) Keith Darbutt (DL)
Dave Heinemann (QB) John Koz (QB) Ryan Kish (LB)
Chuck Krajacic (OG) Mike Barbetta (PK) 2011
Rick Macer (WB) Bob Anderson (DT) Aaron Hurd (TE)
Dave Nofzinger (ILB) Jim Clardy (OLB) Travis Barnhill (OT)
Pete Primeau (DT) Todd Pipoly (DB) Tyler Lohr (RB)
Larry Rosati (DE) Tom Serdinak (P) Derron Hamilton (DE)
Steve Varga (PK) 1992 Sonny Hazelwood (DE)
Paul Wood (OT) Jim Clardy (OLB) Brett Thompson (LB)
1982 Lance Yandell (WR) Ryan Dugan (S)
Dave Croutch (OT) Tom Garfield (OC) Josiah Holt (Sf)ecial Teams)
Jeff Rutherford (OG) Eric Hyduk (DB) 2012
Dino Mastantuono (RB) 1993 Josiah Holt (WR)
Steve Varga (PK) Adrian Allison (DT) Max Wagner (DT)
Wally Blewitt (DE) Mike Barbetta (PK) 2013
Larry Rosati (DE) Scott Hershiser (OLB) Jason Cook (OG)
Pete Primeau (DT) Tom Kne (ILB) Matt Harmon (P)
Mark Rodriguez (ILB) Bill Linder (DB)
Randy Edwards (DB) Lance Yandell (WR)
Larry Mills (DB) 1994
Keith Boedicker (DT) Tom Farkas (ILB)
Lance Currens (WR) Jason Klein (OT)
1983 Tony Oden (OLB)
Jeff Rutherford (OG) Tyrone Price (RB)
Lance Currens (WR) Phil Sahley (DE)
John Price (RB) Phil O'Toole (DB)
Dave Starfield (P) 1995
Steve Varga (PK) Tyrone Price (RB)
Joe Belcik (DT) Mike Zografos (WB)
John Ferritto (DT) Mike Kromer (OG)
Dave Rodriguez (OLB) Tony Oden (OLB)
Mike Hansinger (DB) 1996
1984 Dave Price (WR)
Brian Moore (QB) Fred Saylor (OG)
Dave Miller (WR) Adam lacona (RB)
John Price (RB) 1997
Ken Gabriel (OC) Fred Saylor (OG)
Mark Schwertner (OG) Jason Ochs (OLB)
Phil Trupo (DE) 1998
Kert Boedicker (DT) Scott Barwidi (OLB)
Rick Newsock (DB) Mike Blackburn (OT)
1985 Geoff Helmlinger (QB)
John Price (RB) Pat Knaze (WR)
Mark Schwertner (OG) Tim Obergefell (DB)
55
First-Team Academic 

















Dan Andrews (RB) 
Gerald Hwasta (OC)
1990
Gerald Hwasta (OC) 
Tom Serdinak (P) 
Chuck Geiss (RB) 





John Shafer (FL) 
Dennis Neate (ILB) 
Bob Drovdlic (WB)
1992
John Shafer (FL) 
Dennis Neate (ILB) 
Adrian Allison (DT)
1993
Adrian Allison (DT) 





Craig Benson (OG) 
David Coverdale (DE) 
Jason Klein (OT)
1995
Craig Benson (OG) 
Shawn Grundy (Safety) 
Geoff Stayer (DB)
1996




Chris Kondik (PK) Tom Kovacevich (OC) 2009




1998 Justin Andes (DB) 2010
Tim Obergefell (DB) Dave Ehrman (WR) Matt Bowen (DB)
Brian Cook (WB) Joe George (LB)
Josh Purdy (RB) Tom Lutz (OG) 2011
Bryan Pickens (FB) Matt Bowen (DB)
1999 Justin Princehom (LB) Ryan O'Rourke (QB)
Kaili Hunt (RB) Clay Wolf (OG)
2005 Josiah Holt (Special Teams)
2000 Matt Davis (DT)
2012: Beginning in 2012, the OIKaili Hunt (RB) Joe George (MLB)
Matt Kish (OG) Brandon Hedges (RB) ence began choosing an Honor
Keith Bucklew (ILB) Bryan Pickens (FB)
Justin Princehom (ILB)




Dave Schierbaum (OLB) 2006
Kevin Soflkiancs (P)




Randale Richmond (RB) 2007














































Ohio Athletic Conference 
Valuable Players
Lee Tressel
Position Year Back Position
End 2003 Greg Koch Safety
Guard 1993 Bill Linder Comerback


























1992 Jim Clardy Outside Linebacker
1991 Jim Clardy Outside Linebacker
1988 Phil Medvetz Outside Linebacker
Paul Hoernemann 
Most Valuable Defensive Lineman
Hank Critchfield 







Lineman Position Mike Hoon
Keith Darbut End 1978 Paul Petrella
Ryan Lewis End 1976 Jim Patton
Nate Mitchell End 1974 Mark Summers




























Tom Graham, 1971 
Roger Andrachik, 1978 
Paul Petrella, 1978 
Jeff Jenkins, 1978 
Chuck Krajcic, 1981 
Pete Primeau, 1981, 1982 
Steve Varga, 1982, 1983 





Mark Summers, 1974 
Paul Petrella, 1978 
Jeff Jenkins, 1978 
Fred Buchanan, 1978 
Tom Kelsey, 1979 
Dan Delfino, 1980 
Jeff Welcsh, 1986 
Jerry Sponseller, 1986, 1987 
Shawn Gorman, 1986, 1987 
Dirk Riemenschneider, 1987 
Lome Conyers, 1987 
Greg Profancik, 1987 
Wade Massad, 1988 
Phil Medvetz, 1988 
Scot Wilson, 1988 
Matt Kubinski, 1988 
Doug Haubert, 1988, 1989 
Mike Laubacher, 1990 
Chris Kondik, 1994 
Phil Sahley, 1994 
Greg Koch, 2004 
Ian Formaz, 2004 
Nate Mitchell, 2004 





Mike Rodak, 1990 
Mike Laubacher, 1990 
JimClardy, 1991, 1992 
Mike Barbetta, 1991 
John Koz, 1991, 1992 
Bob Anderson, 1991 
TomSerdinak, 1991 





Ted Stolberg, 1970 
John Yezerski, 1972, 1973 
Roger Andrachik, 1978 
Greg Monda, 1978 
Chuck Krajcic, 1981 
Randy Edwards, 1982 
Shawn Gorman, 1987, 1988 
Perry Mastrocola, 1987 
Gerald Hwasta, 1990 
Tom Serdinak, 1990, 1991 
Adrian Allison, 1993
David Coverdale, 1993, 1994 





Matt Kish, 2001 
Matt Kish, 2002 
Joe Harbour, 2002




ESPN THE MAGAZINE/ 
CoSIDA Academic All- 
America 
(2004-Present)
Justin Andes, 2004 





Doug Haubert, 1989 
Phil Medvetz, 1989 
Dan Andrews, 1989 
Chuck Geiss, 1989 
Mike Rodak, 1990 
Mike Laubacher, 1990 
Colin Johnson, 1990 
JimClardy, 1991, 1992 
Mike Barbetta, 1991 
John Koz, 1991, 1992, 1993 
Lance Yandell, 1992, 1993 
Tom Garfield, 1992 
Gus Patouhas, 1992 
Kevin Stedman, 1992 
Bill Linder, 1993 
Phil Sahley, 1993 
Scott Hershiser, 1993 
Jason Klein, 1994 
Chris Kondik, 1994, 1997 
Phil Sahley, 1994 
Fred Saylor, 1996, 1997 
Matt Caine, 2001 
Greg Koch, 2002 
Kevin Sofikiancs, 2004 
Joe George, 2005 
Ryan Lewis, 2005 




Rick Newsock, 1984 
Kert Boedicker, 1985 
Jeff Welcsh, 1986 
Jerry Sponseller, 1986 
Shawn Gorman, 1986-88 
Dirk Riemenschneider, 1987 
Wade Massad, 1987, 1988 
Lome Conyers, 1987 
Greg Profancik, 1987 
Phil Medvetz, 1988 
















Fred Saylor, 1996, 1997 
Chris Kondik, 1997 
Mike Blackburn, 1998 




Obie Bender, 1962 
TomGoosby, 1962, 1963 




Obie Bender, 1962 
TomGoosby, 1962 
Bob Quackenbush, 1968 
Vem Sharbaugh, 1968
NCAA Division III 
SID’s All-American 
(1994 and 2003 only)
Chris Kondik, 1994 
Tony Oden, 1994 
Phil Sahley, 1994 
Mark Anders, 2003 
Ian Formaz, 2003 
Nate Mitchell, 2003
Pizza Hut 
NCAA Division III 
All-American 
(1983-89)
Jeff Rutherford, 1983 
Brian Moore, 1984 
Kert Boedicker, 1984, 1985 
David Miller, 1984, 1985 
Mark Schwertner, 1985 
Phil Trupo, 1985 
John Price, 1985 
Chris Riemenschneider, 1986 
Jerry Sponseller, 1986 
Shawn Gorman, 1986, 1987 
Lome Conyers, 1987 
Greg Profancik, 1987 
Wade Massad, 1988 
Phil Medvetz, 1988, 1989 
Dan Andrews, 1989 
Doug Haubert, 1988, 1989 
Scot Wilson, 1988
Schooner's 









Clarence Wing, 1932 





Mark Anders, 2003 
Greg Koch, 2003 
Nate Mitchell, 2003 
Nate Wilder, 2003 






Zack Barley, 2013 








Baldwin Wallace University Individual Game, 
Season and Career Football Records
Dan Larlham, QB Mark Anders, RB
Rushing Attempts
Game: 33 Kaili Hunt vs. John Carroll 2000
Kyle Obendorf vs. Heidelberg 2001
Season: 225 Brandon Hedges 2004
Career: 570 Brandon Hedges 2003-2006
Rushing Yards
Game: 267 Adam lacona vs. Muskingum 1996
Season: 1,419 Adam lacona 1996
Career: 2,657 Mark Anders 2001-2003
Rushing Touchdowns
Game: 4 Luke Altieri vs. Otterbein 1985
Kaili Hunt vs. Marietta 2000
Mark Anders vs. Hanover (Ind.) 2003
Season: 20 Mark Anders 2003
Career: 39 Mark Anders 2003
Rushing Average Per Attempt (Min. 10 attempts)
Game: 14.7 Bob Wujek vs. Muskingum 1979
Season: 10.6 Bob Hecker 1948
Career: 6.4 Mark Anders 2001-2003
Passing Attempts
Game: 52 John Koz vs. Mount Union 1992
Season: 320 John Koz 1993
Career: 981 John Koz 1990-93
Passing Completions
Game: 28 Anthony Gardner vs. Franklin (Ind.) 2008
Season: 199 John Koz 1993
Career: 609 John Koz 1990-93
Passing Yards
Game: 420 John Koz vs. Otterbein 1993
Season: 2,453 John Koz 1993
Career: 7,724 John Koz 1990-93
Passing Touchdowns
Game: 8 John Koz vs. Ohio Northern 1993
Season: 27 Geoff Helmlinger 1998
Career: 71 John Koz 1990-93
Receptions
Game: 15 Matt Lepley vs. Franklin (Ind.) 2008
Season: 69 Matt Lepley 2008
Career: 157 Lance Yandell 1990-93
Receiving Touchdowns
Game: 4 Mike Scullin vs. Heidelberg 1971
Jeff Stuart vs. Ohio Northern 1993
Dave LaBahn vs. Ohio Northern 2002
Season: 10 Lance Yandell 1993
Career: 23 Lance Yandell 1991-9a.
Total Offensive Yards Gained
Game: 462 Anthony Gardner vs. Franklin (Ind.) 2008
Season: 2,814 Dan Larlham 2003
Career: 8,910 Dan Larlham 2000-2003
■ . '.■a*
Scoring - Total Points
Game: 33 George Morris vs. Grand Rapids (Mich.) 1939
Season: 138 Mark Anders 2003
Career: 252 Mark Anders 2003
219 Mike Barbetta (Kick Scoring) 1990-93
Touchdowns Scored
Game: 5 Ernie Prince vs. Trenton State (N.J.) 1964
George Morris vs. Grand Rapids 1939
Mike Scullin vs. Heidelberg 1971
Season: 23 Mark Anders 2003
Career: 43 Mark Anders 2001-2003
Points After Touchdown
Game: 9 Three times with the last being
Chris Mohler vs. Wilmington 2011
Season: 50 Kevin Hille 2003
Career: 150 Mike Barbetta 1990-93
Field Goals
Game: 4 Steve Varga vs. Heidelberg 1983
Season: 13 Chris Kondik 1994
Career: 34 Wade Massad 1985-88
Interceptions
Game: 3 Larry Mills vs. Wittenberg 1980
Steve Nobil vs. Ohio Northern 1967
Mike Laubacher vs. Wittenberg 1990
Season: 8 Mike Laubacher 1990
Career: 18 Dave Coad 1968-71
Punt Returns
Game: 7 Chuck Geiss vs. John Carroll 1989
Vince Funari vs. John Carroll & Heidelberg 1986
Season: 35 Matt Walker 2002
Career: 65 Chuck Geiss 1989-92
Kickoff Returns
Game: 5 Chuck Geiss vs. St. Joseph's (Ind.) 1989
Dupree Mixon vs. Mount Union 1993
Josh Purdy vs. Mount Union 1997
Gino Williams vs. Mount Union 2000
Season: 22 Tim Miker 2008
Career: 42 Vince Funari 1984-87
Punting
Game: 12 Mike Laub vs. John Carroll 1994
Season: 60 Dave Stansfield 1982
Career: 205 Dave Stansfield 1982-85
Punting Yards
Game: 445 John Tanksley vs. Mount Union 1981
Season: 2,351 Kevin Soflkiancs 2004
Career: 8,270 Kevin Soflkiancs 2004-2007
Receiving Yards
Game: 258 Lance Yandell vs. Otterbein 1993 Punting Average
Season: 964 Lance Yandell 1993 Game: 52.0 Kevin Soflkiancs vs. Otterbein 2004







Baldwin Wallace University 
Football Records 
Tressel Field at 
The George Finnie Stadiuni
The George Finnie Intp BW trustee for whom it is named. The bowl­
shaped facility has a FieldTurfni ^dedicated in honor of quarter-mile Mondo-surfaced, NCAA approved
track. Included in the stfISZ7 '“f" """TfdtrSfacilities, a two-tiered press box. two conces-
The Yellow Jackets hale hadT/ capacity for Finnie Stadium is/, ^ ggj ^ percentage.
The largest crowd to ever <^ee n tiuf ^access at Finnie Stadium, compiling a College and more than 11,000fans


































Extra Point Kicks Attempted and Made

































Punt Return Yardage 121
Longest Punt Return 65 yards
Player
Kyle Obendorf vs. Heidelberg----
Adam lacona vs. Muskingum------
Luke Alieri vs. Otterbein---- ^-------






^eoff Helmlinger vs. Ohio Northern _ 
leoff Helmlinger vs. Ohio Northern 
ieoff Helmlinger vs. Mercyhurst (Pa.)
)hn Koz vs. Ohio Northern-------------






Devon Jennings vs. Muskingum. 
Vinny Latessa vs. Muskingum _
Mike Scullin vs. Heidelberg-----
Jeff Stuart vs. Ohio Northern — 






Geoff Helmlinger vs. Mercyhurst (Pa.) 
Mike Scullin vs. Heidelberg-------------
Tim Robinson vs. Heidelberg & St. Lawrence
Mike Barbetta vs. Ohio Northern —------------
Steve Varga vs. Heidelberg------------------------
Wade Massad vs. Capital & Marietta-----------
Mike Laub vs. John Carroll ----------------------
Mike Laub vs. John Carroll---------- -------------
Kevin Soflkiancs vs. Otterbein-------------------









Larry Mills vs. Wittenberg----------
Scott Goodwin vs. Marietta--------




Dupree Mixon vs. Mount Union_____________________________1993
Josh Purdy vs. Mount Union______  1997
Kevin Johnson vs. Otterbein ----------------------------------------------- 2010
Larry Mills vs. Otterbein______  1979
Kevin Johnson vs. Otterbein____________________________________ 2010
Chuck Geiss vs. Capital ______________________________________ 1989
Vince Funari vs. John Carroll & Heidelberg______________________ 1986
Chuck Geiss vs. John Carroll __________________________________ 1989
Tyrone Mosley vs. Marietta____________________________________ 1990
60















































































































14 Westminster, Pa. 0
13 John Carroll 19
7 Cincinnati 17
0 Detroit, Mich. J.C. 28
13 St. Ignatius 19
0 Ohio University 35




0 Ohio University 28
36 Detroit, Mich. J.C. 6
32 Kent State 0
7 Wilmington 16
25 Antioch (Ind.) 7
14 Dayton 36
13 Hillside (Mich.) 0
0 Toledo 0
1923
28 Antioch, Ind. 4
118 Kent State 0
0 Ashland 0
13 Ohio Northern 20
10 Case 0
9 Kenyon 0
25 Bowling Green 0
0 John Carroll 25
1924

















































0 Ohio Northern 0
20 Otterbein 13
18 Kent State 0
0 Akron 13
1930
6 Bowling Green 7
0 Wooster 33
0 Akron 12







0 Bowling Green 0
6 Case 6
20 Kenyon 0
6 Rochester (N.Y.) 6
31 Kent State 0
26 Ashland 0
1932
24 Bowling Green 0
0 John Carroll 0





14 Mount Union 0
1933
26 Bluffton 0
7 John Carroll 7






6 John Carroll 0
1934
43 Adrian, Mich. 0
13 Ashland 0




39 Kent State 0
12 Akron 0
1935
55 U/Buffalo, N.Y. 0
33 John Carroll 6












48 John Carroll 7
19 Syracuse, N.Y. 7
6 Reserve 20
13 Case 12
66 Wayne State, Mich. 22
46 Akron 7




21 Bowling Green 0
21 John Carroll 7
7 Reserve 21
0 Akron 7
30 Springfield, Mass. 6
13 Case 0
20 Xavier 12








6 Springfield (Mass.) 9





6 John Carroll 7




40 Kent State 6
22 Ohio Wesleyan 7
7
1940


































































































































































































































7 West Chester (Pa.)
0 St. Vincent (Pa.)
19 Youngstown
6 Heidelberg


























































































































































































































26 Ohio Wesleyan 20
19 Akron 59
28 Ohio Northern 0
$$ - 1968 OAC champions.
1969
52 Findlay 6





Through-The-Years With Yellow Jacket Football
12 Wittenberg 16 19 Wittenberg 0
36 Ohio Wesleyan 14 23 Otterbein 12
54 Capital 13 43 Ohio Wesleyan 7
43 U/Connecticut 33 24 Marietta 0
56 Denison 7
1970
29 Ashland 16 1977
29 Bucknell (Pa.) 21 28 Lehigh (Pa.) 16
9 Muskingum 20 35 Muskingum 21
24 Hofstra (N.Y.) 16 20 Ashland 10
27 Kenyon 21 13 Wittenberg 28
14 Wittenberg 21 33 Otterbein 7
28 Heidelberg 26 35 Ohio Wesleyan 17
7 Capital 28 27 Marietta 13
8 Ferris State (Mich.) 6 34 Denison 7
33 Mount Union 12
1971 14 Wittenberg 7
31 Hillsdale (Mich.) 10
48 John Carroll 0 $$ - 1977 OAC champions.
20 Muskingum 7
33 Hofstra (N.Y.) 8 1978: (11-0-1 overain
47 Kenyon 0 30 Ashland 12
10 Wittenberg 7 31 Capital 6
47 Heidelberg 14 17 Muskingum 6
14 Capital 15 49 Denison 0
24 Ferris State (Mich.) 13 32 Mount Union 13
24 Ashland 17 48 Ohio Wesleyan 14
7 Ohio Northern 3
1972 63 Heidelberg 6
28 Evansville Ind.) 0 17 Wittenberg 17
45 Muskingum 17
49 Wisconsin-River Falls 0 $$ - 1978 OAC co-champions.
46 Ferris State (Mich.) 14
14 Wittenberg 17 NCAA Division III Playoffs
7 Heidelberg 10 71 St. Lawerence (N.Y.) 7
37 Capital 21 31 Camegie-Mellon (Pa.) 6
47 Mount Union 21 24 Wittenberg 10
14 Wooster 13
*** 1978 NCAA Division III
1973 National Champions
21 Evansville (Ind.) 14
21 Muskingum 27 |Q7Q- t8-2nveralll
47 Shepherd (W.Va.) 6 23 Ashland 19
18 U/Delaware 56 14 Capital 13
0 Wittenberg 14 41 Muskingum 7
24 Heidelberg 14 23 Denison 24
56 Capital 7 35 Mount Union 7
37 Mount Union 14 52 Ohio Wesleyan 8
43 Wooster 20 42 Ohio Northern 0
42 Heidelberg 0
1974 30 Otterbein 6
10 Wittenberg 3 NCAA Division III Playoffs
13 Edinboro (Pa.) 21 8 Widener (Pa.) 29
39 John Carroll 6
10 Ashland 7 1980: riO-1 overall)
16 Muskingum 0 24 Muskingum 7
35 Heidelberg 14 14 Wittenberg 7
73 Marietta 0 48 Heidelberg 14
35 Otterbein 22 41 Marietta 0
35 Wooster 6 41 Otterbein 3
0 Wittenberg 17 36 Westminster (Pa.) 0
37 Kenyon 0
1975 20 Mount Union 13
0 Wittenberg 19 43 U/Buffalo (N.Y.) 7
35 Edinboro (Pa.) 14 16 Wittenberg 0
41 John Carroll 14
14 Ashland 0 $$ - 1980 OAC champions.
17 Muskingum 21
51 Heidelberg 0 NCAA Division III Playoffs
59 Marietta 14 0 U/Dayton 34
27 Otterbein 0
40 Wooster 7 1981 (8-2 overall)
34 Muskingum 7
1976 7 Wittenberg 0
14 Lehigh (Pa.) 21 38 Heidelberg 0
3 Muskingum 31 47 Marietta 0
42 Ashland 30 29 Otterbein 2
10 Westminster (Pa.) 17 34 Wittenberg 20
27 Kenyon 0 24 Marietta 7
6 Mount Union 0 37 Wabash (Ind.) 16
41 Canisius (N.Y.) 3 28 Muskingum 12
7 Wittenberg 10 38 Heidelberg 20
14 Mount Union 38
1982 51 Otterbein 0
16 Ashland 7 31 Ohio Northern 7
31 U/Buffalo (N.Y.) 26 14 Capital 16
28 U/Dayton 14
16 Wittenberg 14 1988
38 Muskingum 14 10 Ashland 21
17 Mount Union 7 34 Heidelberg 21
22 Capital 0 20 St. Joseph's (Ind.) 12
71 Heidelberg 0 36 Otterbein 7
17 Wooster 3 31 Mount Union 21
24 Ohio Northern 0 31 Muskingum 23
41 Ohio Northern 20
$$ - 1982 OAC champions. 15 Capital 10
27 Marietta 14
NCAA Division III Playoffs 17 Wittenberg 21
22 Augustana (Ill.) 28
$$ - 1988 OAC co-champions.
1983
0 Ashland 11 1989
28 U/Buffalo (N.Y.) 29 6 Ashland 14
14 U/Dayton 17 3 Heidelberg 17
10 Wittenberg 12 20 St. Joseph's (Ind.) 33
22 Muskingum 14 31 Otterbein 0
28 Mount Union 19 21 Mount Union 21
23 Capital 0 20 Muskingum 23
32 Heidelberg 14 28 Ohio Northern 7
35 Wooster 16 38 Capital 0
17 Wittenberg 14 27 Marietta 7
25 John Carroll 19
$$ - 1983 OAC champions.
1990
1984 24 Wittenberg 0
27 Muskingum 14 52 Hiram 0
21 Ashland 0 12 Mount Union 16
19 Capital 13 45 Marietta 17
30 Ohio Northern 17 45 Ohio Northern 0
21 U/Dayton 22 13 Muskingum 6
22 Marietta 13 31 Capital 14
15 Mount Union 14 9 John Carroll 10
42 Otterbein 14 24 Otterbein 24
13 Wittenberg 0 27 Heidelberg 7
35 Heidelberg 20
1991
$$ - 1984 OAC champions. 45 Wittenberg 16
55 Hiram 6
1985 21 Mount Union 18
13 Ashland 3 50 Marietta 13
23 Capital 6 10 Ohio Northern 6
24 Ohio Northern 0 41 Muskingum 21
9 U/Dayton 20 21 Capital 7
34 Marietta 0 21 John Carroll 0
24 Muskingum 14 35 Otterbein 18
49 Otterbein 7 21 Heidelberg 13
38 Heidelberg 7
3 Mount Union 14 $$ - 1991 OAC champions.
21 Wittenberg 0
NCAA Division 111 Playoffs
1986 10 U/Dayton 27
35 John Carroll 13
18 Wittenberg 16 1992
012 Marietta 0 20 Wittenberg
18 Wabash (Ind.) 21 61 Hiram 0
10 Muskingum 7 35 Muskingum 18
30 Heidelberg 20 14 Mount Union 23
7 Mount Union 13 38 Otterbein 15
59 Otterbein 9 50 Capital 0
37 Ohio Northern 13 35 Marietta 7
10 Capital 14 39 Heidelberg 20
28 Ohio Northern 29
1987 27 John Carroll 17
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































@ John Carroll 
@ Muskingum (O-T.) 
Otterbein 














































































Why support the Annual Fund?
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80% of BW students require 
financial support to attend BW
Your gift makes a difference in the lives 
and education of BW students
OB




The Annual Fund 
Baldwin Wallace University 
275 Eastland Road 
Berea, Ohio 44017-2088
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